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INTRODUCTION

The clash betw een  evo lu tion ist authorities and 
creationists over the status and significance of various 
fossil hom inid form s in the line supposedly leading to 
m odern hum ans has been expressed  on num erous 
occasions. The subject is so vast that the whole gamut of 
argument ranging from M iocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene 
ape-like fossil form s right through to H om o sapiens is 
difficult to cover in a single article, and it is therefore 
proposed that the m ost im portant field —  the alleged 
transform ation from the pongids to the genus Homo, 
should be tackled separately and to a large extent divorced 
from the question o f relationships involved in ‘later’, 
(post-‘H om o e rec tu s’) types.

In this m anner I hope to be able to do more justice to 
the com plex and often contradictory nature of the fossil 
evidence and the significance of extinct forms such as 
those found in East and South Africa in the claimed tim e
frame of approxim ately four million to 1.5 million years 
ago (m ya) (M id Pliocene to Early Pleistocene).

I m yself do not fully accept the validity of vast 
geologic ages and I also have a num ber of reservations 
about an extrem ely young age for this planet. As the 
arguments herein are mostly of a m orphological nature I 
will refer to ages, epochs and time generally as if they 
were valid in the context o f this paper.

It is my belief that several truly human fossil remains 
have  b e e n  id e n t i f ie d , in c lu d in g  fo rm s tha t 
palaeoanthropologists and  palaeontologists have classified 
as H om o erectus  and H om o sapiens neanderthalensis, 
plus a few more sub-species.

I have always had severe reservations regarding the 
so-called H om o  habilines and I will be examining some of 
these types in detail later in this paper. I consider that, on 
the evidence so far published, most of the other Homo 
forms are indeed truly human and that they are racial, 
regional or pathological variants encom passed within the 
single hum an sp ec ie s— H. sapiens. I therefore see no 
naturalistic evolution from ‘prim itive’ to ‘advanced’ man 
(for example, H. erectus —  H. neanderthalensis —  H. 
sapiens sapiens. Instead, there is a great deal of variety 
within the hum an species which is not attributable to any 
simian ancestry, but rather to a sizeable range of genetic

and environmental variability w hich the Creator has ‘built 
in ’, in order that we hum ans (like the anim als and plants) 
are able to cope with the enorm ously varied conditions 
which we encounter on this planet.

Lewin cites W olpoff (University of M ichigan) on the 
matter o f considerable m orphological variability within 
coexisting modern and Neanderthal types in the Levant 
supposedly some 40,000 to 60,000 years ago. W olpoff 
says,

‘N o problem  . . . I ’ve studied all these fossils, and to 
me they look like individuals from  one temporal 
population. Yes there are some anatomical differences, 
but my solution is to think o f  Detroit. I f  you sampled 
the popula tion  o f  D etroit, y o u ’d fin d  European  
anatomy, A frican anatomy, M iddle E ast anatomy, a 
whole range o f  anatom ical variation.’1 
‘To make his point, W olpoff show ed a series o f  slides 
o f m odern human skulls, which, to m any observers’ 
eyes, were some o f  the m ore extrem e variants it was 
possible to pu ll together, ’ 

reports Lew in.2 Other w ell-know n authorities have also 
recently conceded that H. erectus may well be just a local 
or regional variant of H. sapiens.3,4

The most important claim made by evolutionists is 
that we humans have descended from an ape-like ancestor 
by means of a naturalistic process of modification called 
Neo-Darwinism: random m utations in the reproductive 
cells plus natural selection. The fact that such a process 
has never been actually dem onstrated  or fully and 
scientifically defined does not deter authorities from 
continuing to make this claim, despite persistent doubts 
about such a m echanism .5,6,7

Central to the evolutionist claim (and especially so in 
the last 20 years) are the intriguing and somewhat 
c o n tro v e rs ia l  fo ss il f in d s  in  A fr ic a ; ‘L u c y ’ 
(Australopithecus afarensis), the ‘first fam ily’, and various 
other australopithecines, the so-called habilines, and of 
course the highly  sign ifican t spec im en  know n as 
W T 15000 (W est Turkana), an alleged erectus form.

These forms, with the exception of W T 15000, which 
is undoubtedly a human being, are simply variants o f one 
group with a considerable range of m orphological features. 
It is probably unlikely they all belong to a single species, 
and the likelihood of more than one genus being involved



must be considered, depending on how one uses the 
taxonom ic system. But i f  we are dealing w ith multiple 
genera, there is very little firm  evidence that one of them 
is the genus H om o. M any, if  not all the gracile forms of 
Australopithecus, including Homo habilis, seem to belong 
to just one group o f apes closely related to chimpanzees, 
especially the less com m on pygm y form, Pan paniscus, 
and these aspects w ill be later discussed in more detail.

Far from m ankind being related to simian forms, I 
believe there is a very strong and scientifically plausible 
argum ent that hum ans have always been humans, and 
apes have alw ays been apes.

The Plan of this Paper
(1) A  brief review  o f some m ajor and controversial Plio/ 

Pleistocene fossil ‘hom inids’.
(2) T h e  c o n tro v e rs y  s u rro u n d in g  the  taxon  

Australopithecus afarensis including ‘Lucy’.
(3) G racile and robust form s o f Australopithecus.
(4) The changing status o f the taxon H om o habilis.
(5) The problem atic ‘B lack Skull’ (A. aethiopithecus or 

K N M -W T  17000)
(6) The H om o erectus skeleton from Kenya (K N M - 

W T 15000) —  implications for hom inid phylogenies.
(7) Sum m ing up and conclusions.

A BRIEF REVIEW OF SOME MAJOR 
AND CONTROVERSIAL PLIO/PLEISTOCENE 

FOSSIL ‘HOMINIDS’

The history of alleged hom inid evolution and human 
ancestry began in the m id-19th century with the discovery 
of the first N eanderthal specim en in 1856 in the Neander

Valley in Germany. Since then a num ber o f  other remains 
have been found in the M iddle East and Europe (see 
Figure 1). M ore recent finds have corrected the first 
erroneous impressions of brutishness associated with 
some of the earlier finds. N owaday s N eanderthal man has 
been restored to his rightful place as being fully human 
and is officially classified as such —  H om o sapiens 
neanderthalensis —  a sub-species o f hum an being.8

O f course this does not m ean that evolutionists have 
abandoned evolution in respect o f N eanderthal man. 
There are presently two com peting theories. One is that 
he is just another rung in the hum an evolutionary ladder 
between H. erectus and m odern man. The other view  is 
that Neanderthal man is an extinct side-branch of sub- 
human and is not ancestral to m odern hum ans. At present 
these two opposing views have not been resolved. Far 
from being extinct, it is m ore or less com m on knowledge 
that various neanderthal features can be found in modern 
hum an populations (especially in eastern Europe), not 
necessarily always in any one individual but some are 
scattered among the general population —  for example, 
low  sloping foreheads, pronounced supraorbital ridges, 
squatness and heaviness o f the skeleton, etc. I m yself 
have seen and conversed with at least two eastern European 
m igrants who each possessed all o f these features.

Between the last decade of the 19th century and the 
late 1980s were found a num ber o f fossil specim ens which 
had been at first enthusiastically em braced by most (but 
not all) authorities as being of great significance for our 
supposed simian ancestral history, but w hich later have 
been rather quietly dow ngraded or abandoned. In most of 
these cases the few authorities w ho opposed the early 
enthusiasm of the majority were later proved to be correct.

Figure 1.  (a) Skull outline of Neanderthal Man. (b) Skull of modern (Cro-magnon ) Man. Note the marked brow ridges and low forehead of (a). Not 
all modern skulls are a s  'modern' as (b). Many have distinct brow ridges and receding foreheads. See text. Redrawn from (a) Panini, G . P., 
1982. The Prehistoric World, Treasure Press, London, p. 255. (b) Wood, B., 1976. The Evolution of Early Man, Cassell Australia, Sydney,
p. 111.



Figure 2. Partial skeleton of ‘Lucy’ from the Hadar region of Africa — 
the most complete hominid find ever made. Redrawn from 

Johanson, D. C., 1976. Ethiopia yields ‘first family’ of early 
man. National Geographic, 150(6):807.

Some of these finds are:—
(a) Piltdown Man, 1912+. A bandoned in 1953 as a 

complete fraud. (Yet m ost em inent authorities had 
accepted this skull as genuine until the hoax was 
uncovered in 1953.)

(b) Nebraska Man (Hesperopithecus haroldcookii), 1922. 
A bandoned because the tooth turned out to belong to 
an extinct pig, like a m odern peccary.

(c) Zinjanthropus (N utcracker M an), 1959. Abandoned 
because it turned out to be a coarse sub-species of 
australopithecine.

(d) Oldaway Man, 1 9 1 3 , 1931. G enerally  abandoned 
as it proved to be an intrusive burial. (There is still 
some controversy over this specim en.)

(e) Skull 1470, 1972. Later dow ngraded to a habiline 
form, and regarded by som e as only a large-brained 
australopithecine.
These cases and many others have been the target of 

m uch cyn ic ism  and  sk ep tic ism  by som e m odern 
evolutionist authorities, and all are included in Lew in’s 
sobering 1987 work Bones of Contention .9 Lewin, an 
authority of considerable standing, fills 347 pages in his 
detailed examination of case after case where preconceived 
ideas have led highly qualified palaeoanthropologists and 
palaeontologists to see what they wanted to see, or expected 
to see. Lewin is very critical o f the lack of objectivity 
displayed by many learned scientists w ho should have 
known better.10

Bearing this in mind, I refer now  to the cases where 
there is still a great deal o f disagreem ent and controversy 
surrounding virtually every other alleged hominid fossil 
find —  the Taung Child, ‘L ucy ’/A. afarensis, the so- 
c a lle d  ‘f irs t f a m ily ’, the  h a b il in e s  and  o th e r 
australopithecine forms, and finally the H om o erectus 
specimen W T 15000 discovered by Richard Leakey in 
1984 in Kenya. W ith the possible exception of W T 15000, 
the au th o ritie s  rem ain  sh a rp ly  d iv id ed  about the 
significance and evolutionary status o f all these types, and 
there appears to be no im m inent hope of any resolution.

The reason for this, I believe, is that in no single 
instance is the evidence unequivocally supportive of any 
progression from ape-type to hum an, nor is there 
unam biguous support for such an idea in these fossils as 
a whole, as I hope to dem onstrate in the main text. Fossils 
must stand the test of time, but as we shall see most do not. 
In fact, time and again we note the overturning of highly 
cherished theories by newer finds w hich overthrow the 
current dogma of the day. This appears to be the norm, not 
the exception to the rule.

As ‘L ucy’ is probably the best known o f the more 
recent discoveries, I shall begin w ith this controversial 
group of bones and show that, m ajority scientific opinion 
notwithstanding, the minority of dissenters are almost 
certainly right in rejecting Johanson’s belief that this form 
is a single species of ape-m an and therefore is ancestral to 
both genera H om o and Australopithecus.



THE CONTROVERSY SURROUNDING THE 
TAXON AUSTRALOPITHECUS AFARENSIS, 

INCLUDING ‘LUCY’

Since 1974  w hen Johanson found the remains, ‘L ucy’ 
has been a m uch disputed yet a star exhibit in the 
evolutionist arm oury, but it is my purpose to demonstrate 
that ‘L ucy’ and other associated fossils from the Hadar 
region are a tw o-edged sword, and that point by point it 
can be show n that in alm ost every feature a very much 
closer m orphological relationship to pongids exists than 
to humans.

The taxon Australopithecus afarensis refers primarily 
to a num ber of fossils recovered from Pliocene deposits at 
H adar in E th iop ia’s A far Triangle during 1974 and 1975. 
The original ‘L ucy’ consisted o f 40% of a skeleton, 
believed to have been a fem ale, which included a few 
teeth, fragm ents of the skull and jaw s, several ribs, some 
long leg and arm bones, som e vertebrae, and portions of 
pelvic and hip bones (see Figure 2). At this particular site 
hardly any hand or foot bones were recovered.

Some distance away at another site, further finds were 
made o f w hat Johanson called the ‘first fam ily’.11 A 
num ber of fragm ents were found including partial skulls,

Figure 3. Hand and finger bones of Hadar hominid — originally thought 
to be of a Homo nature, but now part of the A. afarensis 
composite. Redrawn from Johanson, D. C., 1976. Ethiopia 
yields ‘first family’ of early man. National Geographic, 
150(6):808.

Figure 4. (a) Skull outline of common chimpanzee Pan troglodytes. (b) 
Skull outline of ‘Lucy’ (original find). Note the general 
closeness of similarity. Some authorities believe ‘Lucy’s ’ 
skull and jaw portions are mismatched. Redrawn from (a) 
common knowledge, (b) Lewin, R., 1987. Bones of 
Contention, Penguin Books, London, p. 260.

teeth and jaw s, plus some hand and foot bones (see Figure 
3). Additional finds were m ade over the next couple of 
years at various sites in the H adar region. It is very 
important to rem em ber that the original ‘L ucy’, the 40% 
skeleton, has been enlarged over time w ith the addition of 
many of these bones from other sites, and the composite 
‘Lucy’/A. afarensis o f 1979, when Johanson made his 
famous announcem ent of a new hom inid species is very 
different from the original.

Another m atter of im portance is that ‘Lucy’ was so 
ape-like (see Figures 4 and 5), and is so conceded by 
Johanson him self and other authorities. O f even greater 
import is the claim that this new species w alked fully erect 
like human beings, but as I will show, this claim is at the 
least very doubtful. As these various fossils were found 
scattered over a very wide area and at different stratigraphic 
levels, we have no guarantee w hatever that they all 
belonged to a single type o f creature. In fact, there is much



Figure 5. (a) Reconstruction of skull and facial appearance of A. afarensis as seen by Mattern. (b) Skull outline of A. afarensis as seen by White. Note 
the heavy brow ridges and the lack of forehead in both. Redrawn from (a) Mattern, 1985, (b) White, 1985. Reference — Pellegrino, C. R., 
1985. Timegate: Hurtling Backward Through History, TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, p. 143.

com pelling evidence that they represent two or even more 
separate species.

As is well known, Johanson’s original view was that 
there was a clear distinction between the 40% skeleton 
( ‘L ucy’) (Figure 2) and many of the other fossils found —  
for exam ple, the hand bones recovered from site 333, 
which Johanson considered to be very H om o -like (see 
Figure 3).

His published 1976 assessment, after long and careful 
exam ination w as that ‘Lucy’, with her massive jaws, the 
ape-like V -shape of the mandible, and the narrow incisors, 
was a m em ber o f the genus Australopithecus and that she 
was ‘. . . fa r  from  the genus H om o’.12 However he did 
believe that the pelvis indicated that she walked upright in 
the m anner of m odern hum ans.13

H owever, Johanson’s co-writer Timothy White was 
convinced otherw ise. Finally, in 1979, the notion of 
multiple genera and species was abandoned in favour of 
a single, but m orphologically diverse species. This single 
species was also considered to be the common ancestor of 
all later A ustralopithecines and also of the genus H om o .14

It is my belief that W hite’s training under Loring 
Brace at the University of M ichigan influenced his view 
that only a single species was present at Hadar. Why did 
he do it and was the change of m ind justified by the 
evidence? I believe not. A fter exam ining his reasoning 
and studying the enormous range of scientific literature on 
the subject, it is my conclusion that Johanson could not 
resist the temptation to m agnify the significance of his 
finds and therefore to establish his place in the ‘hall of 
fam e’ of palaeoanthropology. I am not alone in this 
conviction. Some of Johanson’s colleagues in this field 
tend to suggest (in less blunt language) that fame and 
research funds may have played a m ajor role in his change 
of mind, although I do not believe he consciously and 
deliberately set out to mislead or make fraudulent claims —  
it was probably more a m atter o f the sub-conscious. 
Lewin has summed it all up rather well in his recent 
book.15

Johanson gives his reasons for the change of mind,16,17 
but to me and to some of his colleagues they are less than 
convincing. The Ram apithecus d isaster showed how



Figure 6. Anterior view of (a) Human hip
(b) ‘Lucy’s ’  hip
(c) Chimp's hip

Antero/lateral view of (d) Pygmy chimp's pelvis/hip 
(e) ‘Lucy’s ’  pelvis/hip.

Redrawn from (a), (b), (c) Cherfas, J., 1983. Trees have 
made man upright. New Scientist 97:174. (d), (e) Zihlman, 
A., 1984. Pygmy chimps, people and the pundits. New 
Scientist, 104:39.

little faith can be placed in fossil teeth and jaw  fragments 
as a basis for classifying some of the Hadar fossils. As 
pointed out by L ew in,18 the whole affair was almost 
scandalous and show ed up the extrem e subjectivity 
exhibited by palaeoanthropologists and palaeontologists 
when studying ‘hom inid’ fossils. Ram apithecus  turned 
out to be closely related to orangutans, not to humans.

Before going further, I present a list of the major 
features of A. afarensis w hich are claim ed to support a 
single-species and/or sem i-hum an status for these fossils. 
The reader must keep in m ind the scattered nature of the 
various Afar/Hadar sites both vertically and horizontally, 
and the fact that there are considerable m orphological and 
functional discrepancies betw een m any of the bones and 
other fragments which indicate to many that ‘Lucy’ and 
the ‘sm aller’ specimens are different, either dimorphically 
or specifically, from the so-called larger specimens.

These notable differences, I believe, hold the key to 
the whole Hadar m ystery and w ill be explored in more 
detail as we go along.

Major features of A. afarensis which 
supposedly favour a hominid status

(A) ‘L ucy’s ’ pelvis, com prising sacrum  (AL 288– 1 an) 
and left innom inate (A L 288-1  ao) (see Figures 6— 
11).
Right from the first, Johanson and many others thought 

that ‘L ucy’s ’ pelvis gave strong evidence that she walked 
fully erect in the human m anner. Cherfas states that the 
pelvis is more hum an-like than ape-like.19 As can be seen, 
it is shorter and broader than that o f the common chimp, 
which is long and narrow. It m ust be adm itted that from 
the front or anterior view, there is a good deal of similarity 
between ‘Lucy’ and a m odern hum an, but when compared 
with the pygmy chimp Pan paniscus  (see Figure 6) the 
differences, especially in the ischial area, are less marked.

Figure 7. Enlarged lateral view of (a) Chimp hip
(b) Australopithecine hip
(c) Modern human hip 

Redrawn from Lowenstein, J. and Zihlman, A., 1979. False 
start of the human parade. Natural History, 88(7):88.



Figure 8. Anterior view of (a) Chimp pelvis
(b) ‘Lucy’s ’ pelvis
(c) Modern human pelvis.

Redrawn from Cherfas, J., 1983. Trees have made man upright. New Scientist, 97:176.

Also as pointed out by Lovejoy,20 there is a greater 
lateral flare of the blade than in humans. This can be seen 
more clearly in Figure 9. The femoral neck (of the 
thighbone) of ‘L ucy’s’ hip arrangem ent is noticeably 
longer than in hum ans. As we shall later see, ‘L ucy’s ’ 
pelvis is quite com patible w ith an arboreal life and she 
appears to have been quite agile in the trees.

The shape, angle and size of the ilia have a good deal 
o f bearing  on the question o f locom otion and the 
distribution of body weight, and involve the musculature, 
particularly the large m uscles in the rump area (gluteus 
maximus) and its opposite, the gluteus minimus. Together 
with the ham string of the thigh, they play a major role in 
locomotion; the shorter human ilium makes it easier to 
walk upright by low ering the body’s centre of mass.

W hat then is the position with ‘Lucy’? Although 
Lovejoy claim s that his reconstruction of her crushed 
bones (40 pieces) ‘. . . bears all the hallmarks o f  bipedality 
. . . ’21, the picture is not as clear as is claimed. Actually, 
Lovejoy claim s that the m uch greater outflaring of L ucy’s 
ilia and the longer femoral neck gave her an even better 
design for bipedality than modern humans, and that her 
abductor m uscles (gluteus medius and gluteus m inimus) 
needed less force than ours to stabilize the pelvis. He puts 
this down to the fact that because she delivered a smaller 
baby than hum an females, her pelvic opening was less 
ovoid than ours. This sounds rather simple, but the 
processes involved are quite complex and would have 
required closely coordinated changes in the abductor 
muscles, the shape, size, angle and rotation of the ilia, the 
elliptical and w ider birth canal becom ing rounder, and a

number of other changes (see Figure 10).
To change a chim p’s pelvis (see Figure 10) to human 

via ‘Lucy’ is beyond the pow er of random  mutations and 
selection. In fact, to change from quadrupedal to bipedal 
locomotion is a massive and fundam ental one. Gould 
makes no bones about this, even though he is a dedicated 
evolutionist. He wrote,

‘Bipedalism  is no easy accomplishment. I t  requires a 
fu n d a m en ta l reco n s tru c tio n  o f  ( th e) anatom y, 
particularly o f  the fo o t and  p e lv is  . . . upright posture  
(cannot) be achieved by the “ea sy” route o f  retaining 
a fea ture  a lready p re se n t  (in) ju ven ile  s ta g es .’ 
(Emphasis added.)22 

To imagine this all came about by a Neo-Darwinian 
process is really dreaming.

Is there then an alternative explanation for the possible 
similarities between ‘L ucy’s ’ and the hum an pelvis? It is 
of course apparent that it is the outw ard-flaring aspect of 
the ilium that creates the im pression of a broadened and 
‘hum an-like’ pelvis. This aspect could however, have 
been induced by a num ber o f interacting factors such as 
‘Lucy’s ’ age, diet and the prevailing climate during 
skeletal maturation. W ith regard to the latter, it is worth 
noting that the pelves of N eanderthals are generally 
broader than those of m odern hum ans. These differences 
are usually  a ttribu ted  to c lim atic  varia tions; the 
Neanderthals having lived in severe ice-age conditions.23 
Furthermore, we should rem em ber that such limited 
similarities are only visible from  the anterior viewpoint. 
From all other angles ‘L ucy’s ’ pelvis is much more 
chimp-like and less hum an-like, although Cherfas states,



Figure 9. Ilium (blade) of (a) Modern human
(b) ‘Lucy’. Note the flatter outflaring of 

‘Lucy’s ’ ilium.
Redrawn from Lovejoy, C. O., 1988. The evolution of human 
walking. Scientific American, 259(5):86.

‘. . .In  genera l outline L u c y ’s pe lv is is much more hum an
like than ape-like.’ (Em phasis added.)24 But there are 
im portant differences too:—
(i) The socket o f the hip jo in t is not nearly as spherical as 

the hum an hip and is m orphologically closer to the 
chimp.

(ii) ‘L ucy’s ’ pelvis is very chim p-like in one major feature 
and this is not clearly visible from the frontal view  —  
the iliac blade w hen view ed from above lies flat like 
a chim p’s, whereas in humans the blade points forward 
(see Figure 11). We have here a sharp contrast 
betw een ‘L ucy’ and chim ps on one side and humans 
on the other. The hum an iliac blade is

‘.  . . rotated 45 degrees from  the m idline while L u c y ’s, 
like the chimps, is f la t  and suggests that she had a 
leaning posture, like the chim p when bipedal.’25 
From these two points alone it can be deduced that 
‘Lucy’s ’ balance on two legs was m uch closer to that 
of the chim p and unlike a hum an balance. We shall 
return to this shortly.

(iii) The ball and socket o f the hip. The edge o f the ‘b a ll’ 
or bone w hich fits into the hip socket in humans (that 
is, the contact between fem oral head and the pelvis 
w hich forms the hip) lies alm ost perpendicularly 
across the neck o f the fem ur, w hereas in the 
ch im p an zees the ang le  s lopes the o ther w ay. 
According to Cherfas ‘L ucy’s ’ hip jo in t has ‘.  .  . 
sim ilarities to the chimp im plying a m ore ape-like  
movement.’ (Emphasis added.)26 I agree with Cherfas 
because fully bipedal locomotion would not be possible

Figure 10. Superior view of (a) Chimp ilia
(b) ‘Lucy’s ’  ilia
(c) Modern human ilia.

In the chimp the ilia lie flat against the back of the torso. 
There are significant differences between all three. Note 
the larger, more ovoid birth canal in human (c). (See also 
Figure 11.) Redrawn from Lovejoy, C. D., 1988. The 
evolution of human walking. Scientific  American, 
259(5):87.



Figure 11. Iliac blade of (a) Human female
(b) ‘Lucy’
(c) Chimp

The chimp’s iliac blade lies flat, (c), whereas ‘Lucy’s ’ is not 
nearly so, (b). In human males and females, (a), the blade 
points strongly forward. This is not visible in the anterior 
view. Redrawn from Cherfas, J., 1983. Trees have made 
man upright. New Scientist, 97:173.

for ‘L ucy’ as the thigh would have to be bent relative 
to her pelvis w hen walking erect.
A natom ists Stern and Susman of the State University 
o f N ew  York at Stony Brook came to the same 
conclusion after a long and detailed study o f ‘Lucy’s ’ 
bones. They also had other reservations about ‘Lucy’s ’ 
pelvis and her alleged striding hum an-like gait, and 
they published their findings in 1983.27

W hile not denying that ‘Lucy’/A. afarensis possessed 
some measure of bipedality (as all apes and some 
monkeys do), they tend towards the view  that ‘L ucy’s ’ 
upright locom otion w as a good deal more ape-like 
than Johanson, and his colleagues W hite and Lovejoy, 
w ould have us believe.
At this point I again rem ind readers that the original 
find in 1974 did not include ‘L ucy’s ’ foot bones, but 
only a couple of finger bones and only small fragments 
o f the skull and jaw s. O ther item s were added later, 
together with the larger H adar specim ens and Mary 
L eakey’s teeth and jaw s from Laetoli, some 1600 
kilom etres away. The resulting com posite skeleton 
from the various sites was then presented as a single 
species — A. afarensis. A s we know  that some of the 
d ifferences betw een the orig inal and the other 
fragments were so m arked that even Johanson him self 
believed there was m ore than one species involved, 
we must therefore be very cautious about his later 
change o f mind. H owever, with respect to the pelvis 
it does appear to belong to one individual.
Susman and Stern expressed considerable reservations 
about ‘L ucy’s ’ gait and they said, ‘One possible  
explanation  (for certain features) is that the bipedal 
gait was like that o f  chim ps or spider monkeys.’28 
They also commented that, ‘The AL 288– 1 sacrum is 
distinct from  modern human sacra in that the firs t  
segm ent lacks well developed transverse p rocesses.’29 
(See Figure 10.) A nd again, ‘The fa c t that the anterior 
portion o f  the iliac blade faces laterally in humans but 
not in chimps is obvious. The m arked resemblance o f  
A L 288-1  to the chimp is equally obvious.’ (Emphasis 
added.)30 (See Figures 10 and 11.)
They continue, ‘I t suggests to us that the mechanism  
o f  lateral pelvic balance during bipedalism  was closer 
to that in apes than in humans.’ (Em phasis added.)31 
Several more conclusions of Stern and Susman cast 
considerable doubt on ‘L ucy’s ’ pelvic and hip area as 
being more hum an-like than ape-like,32 but I think 
enough has been said on this subject to indicate the 
division between the two cam ps and how doubtful 
Johanson’s case really is.
Australian evolutionist M ichael A rcher is also keen to 
bolster A. afarensis as ‘th e ’ m issing link and agrees 
with Susman et al. ,  ‘. . . (afarensis) spent a significant 
amount o f  time in the trees w ithout being as adept as 
an ape and also lived on the ground w ithout being as 
quick and agile on two legs as are humans.’33 
This does not fully agree with any ‘free-striding gait’ 
claim ed by Johanson and his supporters, despite 
A rcher’s ardour. A rcher does not even refer to the 
main criticisms of Stern and Susm an’s 1983 work, 
and as we shall see later, his devotion to A. afarensis, 
other australopithecines and even the habilines is not 
justified given the m om entous recent discoveries.
It is true that Stern and Susman do not take their



argum ent so far as to rule out ‘L ucy’ as a human 
ancestor. In fact, they wrote that A. afarensis is very 
close to a m issing link.34 H owever, Lewin records 
that w hen they said that A. afarensis had travelled 
well dow n the road tow ards full-time bipedality, 
they had fallen ‘. . . into the trap o f  describing  
L u c y ’s adaptations as transitional, as being on the 
way to the next stage in the sto ry’.35 In other words, 
they w ere story-telling —  putting an interpretation 
on ‘L ucy ’ based on the assum ption that evolution 
had indeed occurred.
U nfortunately they also were premature, having 
w ritten in 1983, well before the startling finds of 
1984 and 1986, which seem to have demolished all 
ideas that any australopithecine (or habiline) was 
ancestral to hum ans, to say nothing of the molecular 
controversy now going on with increasing bitterness.

(iv) The A. afarensis  knee-joint.
There is much confusion in the literature regarding 
the original skeleton of ‘L ucy’ (AL 288-1) and a 
subsequent reconstruction by Lovejoy. The original 
consisted of a left fem ur (A L 288-1 ap) and two 
fragm ents o f the right tibia (the proximal portion 
accessioned A L 288-1  a, and the distal fragment 
AL 288-1  aq). We cannot expect to establish an 
exactly reliable knee jo in t from the femur and tibia 
o f opposing legs, even allowing for the ‘mirror 
im ag ing’ o f one of the bones. Yet a number of 
anatomists and anthropologists in the Johanson camp 
believe that ‘L u cy ’s ’ knee-jo in t is essentially 
hum anoid. C herfas in particular placed great 
em phasis on this jo in t as being one of the ‘proofs’ of 
her full hum an-type bipedalism . (The other was the 
hip.)36 (See Figure 12.)

Figure 12. Knee-joint of (a) ‘Lucy’
(b) Modern human.

(a) was found much lower in the strata, and 2 to 3 kilometres 
from ‘Lucy’. Redrawn from Gowlett, J., 1984. Ascent to 
Civilization, Alfred Knopf, New York, p. 26.

Now bear in mind that most of the partial skeleton of 
‘L ucy’ was recovered from the upperm ost stratum at 
site 288 (the so-called Kada H adar Form ation), 
whereas many fossilised long bones, at one stage 
assigned to the genus H om o, were derived from lower 
and therefore older deposits o f the D enen Dora and 
Sidi Hakoma Formations. The leg bones and the knee 
came from site 129. In term s of stratigraphic position 
it seems that the allegedly ‘more advanced’ or modern- 
type knee was buried well below the ‘less advanced’ 
smaller A. afarensis specim ens.
Johanson confirm ed this at a lecture at the University 
of M issouri in Kansas City which w as attended by 
about 600 people, including a creationist student Roy 
Holt, as reported by W illis.37 During question time, 
Holt asked Johanson, ‘H ow  fa r  away from  Lucy did  
you fin d  the knee?’ The reply was, ‘60 to 70 metres 
(200 feet) lower in the strata, and two to three 
kilometres away.’ Holt then asked, ‘Then why are you  
so sure it belonged to L u c y ? ’ Johanson replied, 
‘A natom ical similarity.’
The fact rem ains that it was so far away that the odds 
are really against any connection w ith the ‘Lucy’ 
skeleton. Perhaps Johanson w ished to build a picture 
of what the smaller fem ale m em bers o f A. afarensis 
looked like, but associating these w ell-separated 
fragments is not tenable, geologically speaking. 
Stern and Susman had quite a lot to say about ‘Lucy’s ’ 
knee,
‘. . . the knee o f  the sm all H adar hom inid  ( ‘Lucy’), 
shares w ith other austra lop ithecines a m arked  
obliquity o f  the fem oral shaft relative to the bicondylar 
plane, but in all other respects it fa lls  either outside 
the range o f  modern human variation .  .  . or barely 
w ithin i t  .  . .  Since, aside from  the degree o f  valgus, the 
knee o f  the small H adar hom inid possess no modern 
trait to a pronounced degree, and since m any o f these 
traits may not serve to specify the precise  nature o f  the 
bipedality that was practiced, we m ust agree with 
Tardieu that the overall structure o f  the knee is 
compatible with a significant degree o f  arboreal 
locom otion.’ (Em phasis added.)38 W e shall return to 
the valgus degree shortly.
Cherfas also had some queries on these aspects and 
wrote,
‘The A fa r  knees (both large and sm all specimens) 
certainly look very modern, although they are not 
identical with modern humans. Several measurements 
reveal that the sm aller specim ens (which include 
‘Lucy ’), fa ll a t the ape end o f  the hum an range, but the 
larger ones fa ll outside the human range.’ (Emphasis 
added).39
Cherfas also refers to Chicago C irc le’s University of 
Illinois anatomist Jack Prost on the valgus angle of the 
thighs and knees, that is, the extent to which the leg 
can bend outward at the knee, or to put it another way,



Figure 13. Valgus angle of (a) Chimp
(b) ‘Lucy’
(c) Modern human.

Although (b) is similar to the human angle (c), this feature is also possessed by orang-utans and spider monkeys. 
Redrawn from Cherfas, J., 1983. Trees have made man upright. New Scientist, 97:176.

how the legs carry the body weight. It is true that in 
the case o f the chim p the angle is zero, with the thigh 
and low er leg form ing virtually a straight line with the 
centre of mass of the body falling inside the legs. In 
hum ans the degree o f valgus is around 9° to 10°, 
placing the low er leg directly under the body’s gravity 
centre. ‘L ucy’s ’ valgus angle is around 15° which is 
high. P rost’s conclusion is that ‘L ucy’s ’ greater angle 
favours other supporting evidence that ‘Lucy’ and 
other australopithecines were adept tree clim bers.40 
(See Figure 13.)
H owever, we m ust rem em ber that the cited valgus 
angle for A . afarensis is based largely on measurements 
o f the fem oral fragm ent A L 129– a, which is dubious 
because o f the abovem entioned distance separating it 
from site 288. A lso, a femoral fragment from site 333, 
the ‘first fam ily’, and included in the A. afarensis 
com posite, yields an angle of only 9°, and therefore 
caution is needed in this respect.
Prost points out that am ong the primates, the spider 
m onkey and the orang-utan have about the same 
degree o f valgus as humans and they are both very 
agile in the trees. Prost, Stern and Susman all agree 
that ‘L ucy’s ’ angle of valgus reflects her ability to 
climb and that her bipedal gait was like that of chimp 
or spider m onkey.41
F rance’s Christine Tardieu of Paris also believes that

the sm aller Afar specim ens, including ‘L ucy’, show 
three distinct traits which indicate a less than human 
gait42:—
(a) the stride was short, not long, because the knee 

could not bend as far as ours does.
(b) The ‘autom atic’ locking m echanism  of the knee 

was not fully developed.
(c) The foot and lower leg were m uch freer to rotate 

about the knee, thus enabling ‘L ucy’ to place her 
feet in a variety of orientations, rather than just 
straight ahead.

The latter trait would certainly be well adapted to tree 
movement, and Tardieu’s conclusion is that ‘Lucy’ 
spent a lot o f her time clim bing in the trees, like orangs 
and spider monkeys.
On the subject of ‘L ucy’s ’ knee, I received written 
advice from Dr Duane Gish of the Institute for Creation 
Research, who had attended a public lecture on ‘Lucy’ 
by Dr Owen Lovejoy, an anatom ist and colleague of 
Richard Leakey.
Lovejoy had presented a m ultivariate analysis of the 
knee-joint, which revealed that, ‘. . . the  knee-jo in t 
was distinctly ape a n d  fa r  rem oved fr o m  man.’43 
(Emphasis added.) W hen Dr Gish questioned Lovejoy 
about the tension between the com puterized analysis 
and Lovejoy’s personal opinion that ‘L ucy’ walked 
fully upright, Lovejoy replied, ‘Well, I  guess that data



Figure 14. (a) ‘Lucy’s ’  skull. Shaded portions and some teeth be
longed to the original find; the rest is a reconstruction and 
is probably mismatched.
(b) The A. afarensis palate. Note the rectangular arcade 
and diastema.
(c) A, afarensis mandible. Note the V-shaped jaw and 
ape-type rectangular dental arcade.
Redrawn from (a) Shipman, P., 1986. Baffling limb on the 
family tree. Discover, 7(9):93. (b) and (c) Gowlett, J., 
1984. Ascent to Civilization, Alfred Knopf, New York, 
p. 27.

ju s t doesn’t  mean anything .’44 
L ovejoy’s opinion was based on visual tests, yet the 
com puter printout of the m ultivariate analysis showed 
results right in the m iddle o f the ape range. Gish 
therefore again questioned him  on this contradiction 
and this time Lovejoy said he did not know  what to 
make of it.45
W as Lovejoy ‘seeing’ what he subconsciously wanted 
to see? —  and rejecting his own technical analysis? 
W e do not know.
W e have seen that in three aspects o f ‘L ucy’s ’ 
m orphology which Johanson, W hite and Lovejoy 
have argued most strongly as being supportive o f her 
hum an-style free strid ing gait —  pelvis, hip and 
knee — there is considerable division am ong the 
experts, and that there is a strong case for an arboreal 
lifestyle rather than exclusive terrestrial locomotion. 
Is there any other evidence that w ould support an ape- 
type lifestyle rather than a hom inine type? Yes there 
is —  quite a lot and much of it is very convincing, so 
we shall proceed to investigate further.

(B) A. afarensis skulls and jaw s.
O n th e  sk u lls  o f  ‘L u c y ’ an d  o th e r  g ra c ile  

australopithecines there is little argum ent. A ll the experts 
including Johanson him self state plainly that the skulls are 
extrem ely chimp-like in virtually all features, so I will not 
waste any time on this aspect. The resem blances between 
some of the A far skulls, for exam ple, A L  162-28, and 
those of chimps are overwhelm ing.

T he a v a ila b le  u p p e r an d  lo w e r  ja w s  o f 
Australopithecus afarensis include m andibles A L 266-1, 
A L  277-1, and A L 400-1 a, and palates A L  199-1 and 
A L 200-1 a.

M uch has been written over the years concerning the 
A. afarensis dentition and the m orphology o f the lower 
jaw . In 1976 Johanson had adm itted at once that ‘. . . the 
lower ja w ’s V-shape and its narrow  incisors resemble 
those o f  A ustralopithecus . . . ’46 In another place he wrote, 
‘H er  ( ‘L ucy’s ’) ja w  was the wrong shape, narrowing to a 
V-shape in front, instead o f  the U-shape (sic) that human 
jaw s have. She was clearly no t a hum an .’ (Emphasis 
added.)47

In the same article he draws our attention to the 
apparent differences in m orphology betw een ‘Lucy’s ’ 
jaw  and those of the larger specim ens at Hadar. ‘Lucy’s ’ 
lower jaw  (m andible) was V -shaped w hile the bigger 
specim ens’ were U-shaped. Yet he wrote, ‘(“Lucy”) 
differed only  (his emphasis) in the narrow ness o f  the fron t 
o f  her jaw . Otherwise she has the sam e set o f  prim itive  
(my em phasis) tee th  . . . as (the larger specim ens).’48 The 
A. afarensis teeth were undoubtedly australopithecine in 
nature and the jaw s were m assive, forward-thrusting. 
T h e re  w as no ch in . M an y  h a v e  a rg u e d  that 
australopithecine teeth (including ‘L ucy’s ’), are rather 
more human-like than chim p-like and this is true to a very



Figure 15. Palate of (a) Female pygmy chimp
(b) A. afarensis
(c) Modern human.

Note the rectangular dental arcade and diastema in (a) and (b), contrasted with the lack of diastema and the presence of the parabolic arcade 
o f (c). Redrawn from Beasley, G., 1989. A possible creationist interpretation of fossil hominoid and hominid jaws and dentitions. Unpublished 
manuscript, p. 31.

lim ited  e x te n t, b u t the s im ila r itie s  b e tw een  the 
australopithecine teeth and those of chim ps are many and 
convincing. In the A. afarensis case there is the same 
typically ape-like and massive jaw s, the very large cheek 
teeth (m olars, prem olars), and the U-shaped dental arcade 
in contrast to the parabolic arcade of humans.

By referring to Figures 14, 15 and 16 we can see the 
remarkable sim ilarities between the female pygmy P.

paniscus  and the A. afarensis m andible and palate, and the 
contrast to human examples. Note the U-shape of the 
chim p’s and ‘Lucy’s ’ dental arcade and the sizeable 
canines o f both in contrast to man. The presence of the 
diastema in both chimp and A. afarensis  specimens is 
another striking feature. G owlett com m ents on this 
subject,

‘The jaw s o f  A ustralopithecus afarensis show a

Figure 16. (a) Human palate
(b) Human mandible.
Compare with Figure 15. Note the parabolic dental arcade. Redrawn from Beasley, G., 1989. A possible creationist interpretation of fossil 
hominoid and hominid jaws and dentitions. Unpublished manuscript, p. 2.



Figure 17. (a) Socket of ‘Lucy’s ’ shoulder faces skywards at an angle 
(b) Human socket is vertical.
Redrawn from Cherfas, J., 1983. Trees have made man upright. New Scientist, 97:173.

basically human arrangem ent o f  the teeth, bu t the  
diastem a  (the gap betw een the canines and adjacent 
teeth, present in the apes) is still very visible in the  
upper jaw . The U-shape, with the two rows o f  molars 
running parallel, also distinguishes the finds from  
later man.’ (Em phasis added.)49 
O f course, I think his m ention of a ‘basically human 

arrangem ent of the teeth’ is m isleading. All apes and man 
share this ‘basic arrangem ent’ —  32 teeth with each jaw  
containing six m olars, four prem olars, four incisors, two 
canines, and the Y-5 cusp pattern on the crowns of the 
cheek  teeth —  but the basic sim ilarities end there. Within 
that arrangem ent there are unmistakable differences which 
clearly separate man from apes. ‘Lucy’/A. afarensis is 
clearly on the ape side of this contrast.

Nancy M akepeace Tanner is one of many experts 
who have recognised the striking sim ilarities of jaw  and 
tooth m orphology betw een Pan paniscus  and the Laetoli 
specimens which Johanson included in A. afarensis. (LH 4 
is actually his type specimen! — an act which greatly 
angered M ary Leakey the discoverer of these jaw s about 
1600 kilom etres distant from Hadar. Mary said, ‘They 
(Johanson and W hite) w anted the authority o f  my 
name’.50)Tanner says, ‘The overall similarities of ja w  and  
tooth proportions between the Laetoli fossils and pygm y  
chimps, fo r  example are striking.’51

The palates of the ‘Lucy’/A. afarensis specimens are 
clearly chimp-like in overall morphology, and even Gould’s 
comment on this was, ‘A far ape-man, centre (o f diagram), 
is rather sim ilar to the chimp.’52 In another place Gould 
wrote, ‘.  . . i f  a p icture is worth all the words o f  this essay, 
.  . . the palate o f  the A far hom inid certa in ly says ‘a p e ’  to 
me.’ (Em phasis added.)53

W ithout going into a great deal more detail, it suffices 
to say that one only has to study the published information 
in the literature to see that the claim s w hich have been 
made by Johanson and his follow ers are not borne out. 
Everything we have looked at to this point is much more 
favourable to the belief that ‘L ucy ’/A. afarensis was a 
very close relative of the pygm y chim p, but there is still 
more dam aging evidence to come.

(C ) A. afarensis shoulder blade. (See Figure 17.)
In this area we find once again strong chimpanzee 

affinities as Cherfas admits. H e points out that
‘. . . the socket o f  the modern hum an shoulder faces  
outwards, perpendicular to the ground. Modern 
apes, by contrast have a socket tha t faces mainly 
skywards. L u c y ’s shoulder fa ces  upw ard by about 
15°, which would certainly be valuable i f  the arm 
were held overhead much o f  the time as it is when 
climbing and hanging in trees.’ (Em phasis added.)54



Figure 18. (a) A. Afarensis talus
(b) Large Hadar specimen’s talus
(c) Human talus.
Note the backward angled talus of A. afarensis and the forward facing tali o f (b) and (c). Small Afar specimens could not have had full striding 
gait. (b) is somewhat of a mystery. Redrawn from Cherfas, J., 1983. Trees have made man upright. New Scientist, 97:176.

(D) A. afarensis hand and foot bones. (See Figure 3.)
As is com m only known, the original 1974 ‘L ucy’ 

partial skeleton did not have any foot bones and only one 
or two wrist and hand bones. Others were later added 
from diverse sites. In his 1976 assessm ent Johanson 
clearly thought they were remarkably like those of modern 
humans, but his view s did not stand the test of time. 
Johanson was unconsciously ‘reading’ into those bones 
som ething that sim ply was not there. It is fairly obvious 
that in his enthusiasm  for his find, he was ‘adding’ 
subjective opinion and tending to make his ‘ape-m an’ 
more substantial than it really was.

It turns out that far from the A. afarensis hand being 
very sim ilar to that of m odern humans, it was instead 
pongid in character and well adapted to life in the trees. 
Returning again to the detailed analysis of Stern and 
Susman, it appears that the A far hand bones, especially 
the sm aller specim ens, were extensively used for tree 
clim bing because the fingers are slender and curved, 
and the bones show the marks of strong grasping 
muscles and large tendons. As Cherfas puts it,

‘In these respects, the hom inid  (A. afarensis) is very 
like m odern chim ps . . . Stern and Susman conclude 
that while she probably used her hooklike hands and  
strong wrists to climb in trees, she did not knuckle- 
walk on the ground.’ (Em phasis added.)55

Cherfas also says,
‘The d ig it o f  A. afarensis is curved and slender,

showing marks o f  strong grasping m uscles similar to 
the  chimp. The human digit in  contrast, is  straight and 
short.’ (Em phasis added.)56
He makes similar com m ents on the A far foot bones:—  
‘Grasping f o o t  . . . much longer than hum an toes and 
sim ilar to those o f  apes. . . . C urved like apes and 
unlike humans; although the heel is more human- 
lik e ’.57
Cherfas seems to agree with Susman and Stem again:—  
‘The foo t and ankle remains . . . reveal to us an animal 
that engaged in clim bing as well as bipedality. There 
is no evidence whatsoever that any extant prim ate has 
long, curved, heavily m uscled hands and fee t fo r  any 
purpose other than to m eet the dem ands o f  fu ll or 
part-tim e arboreal life.’ (Em phasis added.)58 
According to the two tables in his paper giving the 

radius of curvature of the A far hand and foot digits, in 
each case (index finger and four toes), the A. afarensis 
measurements fall right in or even beyond the chimp or 
gorilla range and at the opposite end of human digit 
range.59 This is indeed very powerful evidence of close 
pongid affinity and cannot be m isconstrued by any fair- 
minded researcher.

(E) The A. afarensis ankle. (See Figure 18.)
There still rem ains another b ig  hurd le  for the 

evolutionist position. Cherfas has much to say on this 
point —  it appears that the sm all A fa r  specim ens had  a



very ape-like talus (ankle). Cherfas points out the 
following:

‘A t  the bottom end o f  the tibia is the jo in t with the foot, 
the talus. In hum ans this jo in t faces slightly forw ard  
fo r  ease o f  an erect striding gait. In apes it faces  
backwards. N ow  the odd thing is that in the b ig  A far  
specim ens the talus has a forw ard  tilt, but L u c y ’s talus 
tilts backw a rd s even fu r th e r  than a g o r illa ’s.’ 
(Em phasis added.)60
Again, this is very dam ning evidence against any full 

striding locomotion. It is true that a backward tilting talus 
does not prevent a forw ard bending of the foot, but it 
would cause some leaning over and awkwardness, chimp 
fashion, w ith bent knee and hip while locomoting erect. 
There is no way that the possessor of a backward-tilting 
ankle bone could stride out fully upright. It is odd that the 
larger Afar specimens possessed forward-tilting tali, 
like humans.

One last point before sum m ing up. Like other 
australopithecines, Lucy s ’ arms are long like an ape’s, 
dangling past the knee, and Zihlman pointed out that her 
rib-cage is rem arkably chim p-like.61

Summing Up
The evidence presented above suggests that the smaller 

m em bers of the Hadar hom inids were very closely related 
to, or even conspecific with, the living pygmy chimpanzee 
(Pan paniscus). Even in the dentition, pelvis, hip and 
knee, the very areas publicized, the evidence is still 
strongly in favour of the small A. afarensis hominids being 
either a unique, but now  extinct, or still extant, pongid. 
Taken together w ith the powerful testimony of the skull 
and jaw s, the shoulder, the hand and foot bones, and the 
talus, one is well justified  in completely rejecting this 
invented species as being a hominid.

W hat then are we to make of the apparent fact that 
some of the pongid features found in the smaller Afar 
specim ens such as ‘L ucy’ seem to be not evident in the 
larger ones? W as there more than one species buried in 
the Hadar deposits? M any scientists hold this view, and 
of course the very first proponent was Johanson himself! 
However, his original view  was that the smaller specimens 
w ere australopithecines and the larger ones, such as the 
so-called ‘first fam ily’, were m embers of some Homo  
group. Now of course, Johanson him self and most others 
have abandoned this idea, and some believe that while 
there were indeed two or more different types present, 
they were all m em bers of the genus Australopithecus.

Because many sites were involved it is difficult to 
come to hard and fast conclusions, but it seems unlikely 
(but not im possible) that any H om o  remains found their 
way into the area at some time in the past.

In view  of the considerable m orphological range 
covered by the w hole collection, it is my belief that it 
would be unlikely that all belonged to a single species as 
Johanson claims. It is difficult to understand why some

larger specim ens have a forw ard-tilting talus in contrast 
to ‘L u cy ’ and the other sm aller individuals. It is 
inconceivable that if  the larger ones were the males (up to 
5' 3" tall and up to 150lbs), and the sm aller ones were the 
females (up to 3' 3" and 60lbs), they w ould have had two 
differing methods of locom otion as suggested  by Cherfas. 
This is a mystery still unresolved.

A ccording to C herfas’ analysis,62 there appears to be 
a clear separation, m orphologically speaking, between 
the larger A far specimens and the sm aller individuals. For 
one thing the larger ones exhibit less ape-like traits, such 
as the aforem entioned talus and the more m odern thigh- 
bone, and, as Cherfas says, ‘In short, the m ales (large) 
walked as we do; the fem ales  (sm all) were more ape-like 
. . . ’63 I found this incredible and wrote to Cherfas 
pointing out the obvious absurdity of the ‘m ales’ being 
thousands or millions of years ahead of the ‘fem ales’ in 
the evolutionary race. His written reply was that I hadn’t 
heard of m osaic evolution, which was equally absurd. 
M osaic evolution is allegedly when different parts of the 
body ‘evolve’ at disparate rates from other parts. This is 
quite unlike the Afar situation w here supposedly males 
and females of the same species evolve at different rates.

Unless and until more finds are made we remain in the 
dark in this respect, but a num ber of authorities insist that 
there must be more than one species and not a single one 
as claim ed by Johanson.64–71 It is just possible that the 
la rg e r  H a d a r h o m in id s  m ay h av e  b e e n  ro b u s t 
australopithecines.

Cherfas sums up his position:—
‘The evidence that Lucy was a pro fic ien t climber is 
very good, that she was an inefficient b iped less so, but 
still persuasive. The bigger specimens, the males, 
show less evidence o f  life in the trees and more o f  
modern bipedalism .’72
Adrienne Zihlman, the Californian anthropologist, is 

quite convinced that there is a very close relationship 
between A. afarensis and the pygmy chim p, and virtually 
claims that ‘L ucy’ is a bipedal chimp. She says,

‘E xcept fo r  having sm all rather than large teeth, and  
a quadrupedal rather than a bipedal pelvis, pygm y  
c h im p s  are  r e m a r k a b ly  l ik e  e a r ly  g ra c ile  
australopithecines in  the ir  skeleta l dim ensions.’ 
(Em phasis added.)73 

O f course, we have seen that the m ention of a bipedal 
pelvis may be quite misleading, but she is right in saying 
that pygmy chimps are more often bipedal than the 
common chimp, P. troglodytes. From all the published 
material to this time, all we can say with reasonable 
certainty is that, yes, ‘Lucy’ could locomote bipedally, but 
only in a sim ilar manner as the chim p —  bent, awkward, 
and a type of shuffle, probably on the sides of the feet. A 
human-type walk must surely be out of the question. 
A ccording to Stern, ‘L ucy’s ’ hip, knee and foot bones had 
‘prim itive’ features showing that she was ‘. . . no more 
than half-way to bipedality’,74 and Bill Jungers75 pointed



out that her toes w ere so long and her legs so short that she 
would have had to lift the feet high off the ground with 
each step, in an ungainly fashion.

M cKean does n o t accept A. afarensis as the ‘missing 
link’:—

‘. . .  the question (o f why m a n ’s ancestor stood upright) 
w ill never be answ ered un til they fin d  the fossils o f  
L u c y ’s im m ediate forebear. This a n im a l . . . could be 
the long-sought “m issing lin k”, the last common 
ancestor o f  apes and men. . . . B u t still other scientists 
doubt whether the “m issing link” will ever be found.’ 
(Em phasis added.)76 

I feel no need to add anything to that, except to say they 
will still be searching for this hypothetical ancestor in 100 
years’ time.

A. afarensis is o f vital im portance to evolutionists, 
because w ithout these H adar and Laetoli fossils from East 
A frica their case is severely blunted. O f course, there are 
other australopithecine specim ens around, such as A. 
africanus, A . robustus and  A. boisei, but none is anywhere 
near so com plete in bone and tooth material as ‘Lucy’ and 
the others.

N ow  we should have a closer look at the overall 
re la tio n sh ip  b e tw een  A. a fa re n s is  and  the o ther 
abovem entioned australopithecines, and between them 
all and extant chimps.

There have been a couple of very recent discoveries 
w hich have throw n the whole subject wide open, and 
w hich seem  to have destroyed much of the basis on which

hominid evolution has been built up. Before examining 
these cases, I wish to set the scene as it was up to 1984.

John Napier gives his version o f australopithecine 
taxonom ic status as follows:
Two genera each containing tw o species - 
Australopithecus:—
A. africanus —  gracile, Taung, Sterkfontain, Makapan, 

etc.
A. afarensis —  gracile, ‘L ucy’, Hadar, Laetoli, etc. 
Paranthropus :—
P. robustus —  robust, Kom draai, etc.
P. boisei —  hyper-robust, O lduvai, Swartkrans, Koobi 

Fora, etc.77
It is impossible to get full consensus between the 

palaeontologists and pa laean th ropo log ists , but it is 
reasonable to say that generally most, but not all, authorities 
would class N apier’s two Paranthropus  species as being 
A. robustus and A. boisei. The taxon name has little real 
significance anyway as it is the m orphology w hich 
determ ines the relevant weight o f argum ent.

G RA C ILE AND R O B U S T  F O R M S  OF 
AUSTRALOPITHECUS

Since the first find by Raym ond Dart in 1924 (the 
gracile ‘Taung C hild’ —  see Figure 19), ju st about every 
new fossil find has been enthusiastically hailed by its 
discoverer as th e  ‘missing link’ betw een the apes and 
man. The list is long but inevitably none has w ithstood the

Figure 19. (a) Skull outline of Taung Child. Dotted line is the missing vertical ramus.
(b) Skull outline of juvenile chimp. The strong similarities are obvious.
Redrawn from Beasley, G., 1990. Pre-Flood giantism: a key to the interpretation o f fossil hominids and hominoids. EN Tech. J., 4:7.



test o f time, and each has fallen by the wayside only to be 
replaced by other finds which in their turn go the same 
way. As stated previously, the only alleged link between 
the genus H om o  and the apes is the genus Australopithecus. 
Further up the ‘sca le’ is the controversial group known as 
H om o habilis. It is my view, and of some evolutionist 
authorities, that ‘L u cy ’/A. afarensis  and the gracile 
australopithecines (A. africanus) are conspecific; that is, 
the m orphological differences betw een them are not 
sufficiently large enough to deny that they are all members 
o f a single species.

Before the discovery of A. afarensis, many experts 
believed that A. africanus was the probable precursor of 
the genus H om o, although a minority suggested that A. 
robustus, a coarser species, was on m an’s line. Tobias is 
one powerful authority who holds A. africanus to be our 
ancestor. According to him, A. afarensis is morphologically 
indistinguishable from A. africanus, and he actually 
believes that the Laetoli and Hadar fossils were sub
species of A. africanus .78,79

If one believes the geological tim e-scale, it appears 
that there are no undoubted gracile or A. africanus fossils 
dating from younger than about 2 mya. Apart from the A. 
afarensis specim ens, all seem to date in the 3 to 2 mya 
range, at w hich point they either becam e extinct without 
issue or gave rise to som e other form such as H. habilis.

There has been bitter and prolonged debate in the 
scientific com m unity on the status of all three ‘gracile’ 
forms of A frican hom inid (A. afarensis, A . africanus and 
A. or H. habilis). However, one thing is fairly certain —  
it is really im possible for any of these authorities to come 
up w ith an ape/m an which can be anything more than 
subjective opinion. One says this, others say that; some 
say here it is, others dism iss it. As we have seen above 
there are too m any doubts, discrepancies, inconsistencies, 
and opposing or subjective opinions. Sometimes an 
expert does a com plete about-face, as did Johanson on 
‘L ucy’ and Pilbeam  on Ram apithecus.

The reason is that, as Lewin candidly admits, each 
discoverer is convinced that he is the one with the ‘w inning’ 
fossil, until later on somebody else upstages him .80

W hether or not A. afarensis is a single species, and 
whether it and A. africanus are conspecific, is impossible 
to tell with 100% accuracy, but the genus Australopithecus 
is still unsuitable as a group in which to find our putative 
ancestor. For instance, there is still an ongoing controversy 
over the dental characteristics of the first gracile find, 
w hich was m ade in 1924 —  the ‘T au n g  C hild’ (see  Figure 
19). A s late as October 1988 the argum ent as to whether 
the Taung dentition was hum an-like or ape-like was still 
raging in the literature.

It had started up again in 1975 when Alan Mann, 
palaeoanthropologist at the University o f Pennsylvania, 
surveyed a large num ber of australopithecine fossils with 
respect to the rate of tooth eruption and development. His 
results, based on the known rate o f m aturation of chimps

and humans, favoured a hum an-type pattern.81
But a more recent study came to a different conclusion. 

Smith (University of M ichigan) carried out a more detailed 
examination on many more specim ens than were available 
to Mann, including ‘L ucy’/A. afarensis. She found that 
only some specimens show ed a hum an-type pattern and 
most surprising to her, A. afarensis, A . a fricanus  an d  H. 
habilis conform ed  to the  n o rm a l ape-like p a tte rn  of 
too th  e ru p tion . Most unexpectedly, the two robust 
species, A. robustus and A. boisei, revealed a more hum an
like condition! Yet in most features including the skull, 
these brutish-looking forms exhibit less human-like traits 
than the gracile ones!82

Then Conroy and V annier’s 1987 paper on the Taung 
specimen reported a num ber o f affinities between great 
apes and Taung, although they claim ed that some other 
hominid-like features are also present.83 One conclusion 
was that the Taung pattern ‘. . . is m ost like that o f  a 3 -4  
year-old pongid.’ In fairness I point out that they noted the 
lack of diastemata in the tooth rows, w hich is usually a 
H om o  trait. In ‘L ucy’ the diastem a is still present. 
However, the absence of diastem ata in Taung should not 
be overplayed, because the ‘ch ild ’ w as only an infant of 
three to four years of age. Also, we are dealing with a 
‘m ilk’ set of teeth, not the perm anent set. Furthermore, 
the canines do not project above the occluding surfaces of 
the adjacent teeth, and until the canines protrude and 
interlock there is no need of a diastema.

That did not end the matter, as M ann came back to 
attack their findings.84

In their reply to Mann, Conroy and V annier pointed 
out that ‘.  . . the perm anent incisors o f  the chimp and  
Taung skull are virtually id e n tic a l . . .’ in a number of 
ways and stuck to their original view s.85

Then the w ell-known M ilford W olpoff of Michigan 
University weighed into the fight, also attacking Conroy 
and V annier.86

The last detailed study I have seen in this chain of 
conflict was in O ctober 1988, when a very long and 
comprehensive paper w hich may settle the matter was 
published. A ccording to the authors Beynon and Dean, 
the early hominids possessed ‘unique’ patterns of dental 
development differing not only from man and apes, but 
also from one hominid taxon to another.87 I understand 
that the debate continued on until 1991, when the journal’s 
editor called a halt to further argument.

McHenry is another who is struck by the similarity of 
pelvis and other post-cranial parts betw een A. afarensis 
and A. africanus.88

My conclusion from all this is that trying to compare 
dentition in extinct animals about which we really know 
so little may be futile and misleading, but in view of the 
overall ape/australopithecine correspondence it is likely 
that authorities favouring an ape-like dentition are probably 
correct. It is much easier to com pare ex tan t creatures 
such as man and chimp, but even this can be misleading



at tim es because o f individual variations within each 
group. There are cases of some m odern human children 
with dental sequences and eruption patterns like some of 
those possibly present in the Taung child, and therefore 
different from m ost other children.89

THE CHANGING STATUS OF THE TAXON 
HOMO HABILIS

M ost readers w ould be fam iliar with the controversy 
aroused in 1972 by Richard L eakey’s discovery of skull 
K N M -ER  1470 at Lake Rudolph (see Figure 20). First 
thought to have about 810cc brain capacity and very 
‘m odern’, it has gradually been down-graded to around 
750cc and has finished up being classed by some authorities 
as H om o habilis, a link between the australopithecines 
and  H. e r e c tu s ,  an d  by o th e rs  as ju s t  a n o th e r 
australopithecine.

A ctually, the taxon H. habilis itself did not have too 
good a start, and controversy has raged ever since. Writing 
about the first ‘habiline’ found by Louis Leakey in 1960,

Figure 20. (a) Skull outline of KNM-ER 1470 (H. habilis).
(b) Outline of A. africanus from Sterkfontein. Note the 

obvious similarities.
Redrawn from Pellegrino, C. R., 1985. Timegate: Hurtling 
Backward Through History, TAB Books, Blue Ridge 
Summit, p. 134.

announced in 1964 in N a tu re , and know n at first as ‘pre- 
Zinj ch ild ’, Lewin tells us that Le Gros Clark wrote, 

‘Palaeontologists have becom e accustom ed to  the 
unfortunate proclivity o f  som e fie ld  workers fo r  coining 
names fo r  fossils that later prove no t to deserve  
them .’90
Skull 1470’s brain capacity has been progressively 

down-sized over the years to about 750cc.91 The current 
estim ated brain size of East African habilines is between 
500cc and c. 700cc, but w ould be as m uch as 752cc if  1470 
is included.92

Another cranium, KNM -ER 1590 also unearthed in 
1972, has been given a capacity of 750cc, while the 
smaller specimen ER 1813 has been estim ated at 5 10cc.93 
However, given the partial and fragm entary nature o f the 
1590 fossil, the brain capacity is at best a guess. The skull 
was nowhere as com plete as 1470, 1805 or 1813. While 
at first believing that such wide variation could be ascribed 
to sexual dimorphism in a single species, Leakey later did 
an about-face and suggested that som e of the smaller 
examples could be down-graded to the gracile A. africanus. 
This left five larger specim ens in the H. habilis taxon 
(1470, 1590, 3732, OH 7, OH 24), and four sm aller ones 
as possibly belonging to the species A. africanus (1805, 
1813, OH 13, OH 16).94

There are several possible reasons w hich may explain 
why Leakey did change his mind:—
(1) The degree of dim orphism  was substantially greater 

than that observed in any extant pongid (if one assumes 
that skulls 1470 and 1813 can be accepted as being 
representative means in cranial capacity for both 
sexes).

(2) The stratigraphically higher and therefore ‘more 
advanced’ smaller Hadar individuals were much more 
ape-like  (tha t is, A. a fr ic a n u s - l ik e )  than  the 
geo log ica lly  low er and th e re fo re  o lder larger 
specimens. Evolution in reverse?

(3) The discovery of skull 1805, a male, yet considerably 
smaller than either 1470 and 1590, created added 
difficulties unless evolutionists were prepared to accept 
the unpalatable idea that m aybe skeletal diminution 
over time had occurred.
Recent estimates and reconstructions of OH 13 (673cc) 

and OH 16 (638cc) indicate brain capacities more in line 
with those of OH 7 (674cc) and OH 24 (549cc), therefore 
suggesting that there is little sexual dim orphism  in th e  H. 
habilis taxon. This is sim ilar to the position with pygmy 
chimps. From all this, we can see with better insight into 
L eakey’s change of mind.

A considerable number of authorities in fact do believe 
that the so-called taxon H. habilis should be dropped 
altogether and all ‘habilines’ dow n-graded to the genus 
Australopithecus because of the rem arkable similarities 
between the form er and the latter. For instance, the 
cranio/facial value for australopithecines is 51.0, for 
modern humans 30.0 to 45.0, and for the habilis ER 1470



Figure 21. Anterior view in comparative sizes of (a) Human facial outline
(b) KNM-ER 1470 (H. habilis). Note the narrow cranial vault of (b).

Redrawn from Hummer, C., 1977. A plea for caution on skull 1470. Creation Research Society Quarterly, 14(3):170.

59.0, w hich is well outside the human range but right in the 
m idd le  o f  the australopithecine lim its (Figures 21 and 
22).95

H um m er’s penetrating article makes a pretty good 
job  of dem olishing any H om o  status for ER 1470, whereas 
at the time I was inclined to believe it was a Homo. The 
low forehead, low brain capacity, the long ape-like upper 
lip, the cranio/facial ratio of 59.0, the skirt-like occipital 
flares sim ilar to australopithecines, the australopithecine- 
type dentition, w ith m olars increasing in size from front to 
back, the m arkings on the bones left by heavy masseter 
m uscles and so on, all point away from humans and 
towards apes.96,97

O f skull 1470 Brace and M ontagu described it as 
be ing  ‘. . . ind istin g u ish a b le  fro m  a large-bra ined  
australopithecine.’98 Clark agrees with this ‘. . . from  a 
palaeontological p o in t o f  view, there would be no problem  
in dow n-grad ing  habilis to an australopithecine.’99 
A ccording to Pellegrino, the H. habilis hand ‘.  . . looks 
more like a chim panzee’s.’100

Rak recently stated that ‘Som e authors . . . (see) no 
obstacle  (in) lum ping the A . africanus and the Hadar 
hom inid sam ples together’,101 although he him self prefers 
a distinction.

Startling New Discoveries
However, the most dam ning evidence, confirming all 

I have said above, comes from the very recent discovery 
of a 1.8 mya habiline in Olduvai Gorge, accessioned as 
OH 62 (Olduvai Hom inid 62). This was a real shocker for 
the advocates of human descent from the apes, and not 
only for H. habilis, but also for all australopithecines in 
general (see Figure 23).

Until this find in 1986, it was widely believed that 
habilines were in body-build fairly close to  H. erectus, but 
the skeletal proportions of OH 62 reveal this individual to 
be very small and very ape-like. The find consisted of 
about 300 skull, arm, thigh and shin bones and teeth, and 
has thrown all theories of an Australopithecus — H. habilis -  
H. erectus ‘progression’ into confusion.

The first report I read was in June 1987 when some 
details were published in Time Australia by Anastasis 
Toufexis.102 The creature was no more than 1.065 metres 
(3.5 feet) tall. Its hum ero/fem oral index was estimated to 
be 0.95, which indicates that the arms would have dangled 
to the knee, ape-fashion. Indeed, the humero-femoral 
index is approaching that of the pygmy chim p Pan paniscus 
(1.0), is  in  excess o f  th a t o f  ‘L ucy’ (0.85), and also exceeds 
the values assigned to modern hum ans (between 0.70 and



Figure 22. Posterior cranial outline in comparative sizes of
(a) A. africanus
(b) KNM-ER 1470 (H. habilis)
(c) Modern human

Note the skirt-like occipital profile of (a) and (b) compared 
with (c). Redrawn from Hummer, C., 1977. A plea for 
caution on skull 1470. Creation Research Society 
Quarterly, 14(3):170.

Figure 23. In comparative sizes (a) Outline of modern woman,
(b) Outline of OH 62 H. habilis. 

The bones within (b) were found at Olduvai. Compare 
with (a). Redrawn from Koslov, A., 1988. Women of the 
year: the old girl network. Discover, 9(1):31.

0.75). A ccording to Alex Kozlov, OH 62 and her kind 
looked very little like H. erectus and very much like 
apes.103

Sarah Bunney expressed her confusion in 1988 when, 
in reference to the recent discoveries of OH 62 (H. 
habilis) and K N M -W T  17000, she stated,

‘The puzzle  is h o w  . . . the hom inid O H  62 and its 
male equ iva len t . . . could have evolved, in 200,000 
years or less, into a hom inid as large as Homo



erectus.’104
A  good question, and one that nobody has answered!

Interestingly, although Johanson co-discovered OH 62 
w ith Tim  W hite, he m akes no mention at all of the find in 
his 1990 w ork B lu ep rin ts : Solving the  M ystery  of 
E volu tion , co-authored by M aitland Edey. I find this 
extraordinary in view  of the dram atic nature of this fossil, 
although he and W hite expressed great surprise in T im e 
at the am azing rapidity w ith which such an ape-like 
creature m ust have evolved into a H om o erectus in such 
a short tim e.105 It obviously does not fit into the evolutionary 
tim e -sc a le  an d  is  a p p a ren tly  very  em b arrassin g . 
Furtherm ore, considering that the OH 62 bones did not 
include adequate cran io /facial and pelvic portions, 
Johanson w as rather presum ptuous in his assessment that 
the find was a female. W as he guided by his own 
preconceptions?

To avoid exuberance on the subject of H. habilis, I 
will allow evolutionist M arvin Harris to sum up the 
overall position of the habilines:—

‘S ince  hab ilis’ cranial capacity was intermediate 
between tha t o f  afarensis and  erectus, everyone  
a ssu m ed  its  b o d ily  d im ensions w ou ld  also  be 
intermediate. D iscovery o f  the limb bones o f  a fem ale  
habilis in O lduvai Gorge in 1986 destroyed this 
assum ption and is forcing  a reexamination o f  the 
whole question o f  whether stone tool-making is an 
adequate basis fo r  identifying members o f  the genus 
Homo. Habilis turns out to have been only a little over 
three fe e t  tall — ju st like the dim inutive Lucy (gracile 
A. afarensis). A n d  it still had som ewhat curved toes 
and fingers, long arms, and short legs, indicative o f  a 
life in which tree-clim bing  continued to p la y  some 
kind o f  role. E xcept fo r  its bigger brain and its 
association with stone tools, habilis is virtually  
indistinguishable from  the earliest australopithecines. 
This raises doubts about whether habilis should be 
regarded as a m em ber o f  the genus Homo. Only a 
geologically scan t 200,000 years separate habilis 
from  erectus, whose height ranged to over six fe e t in 
m ales and to well over five  fe e t in fem ales .’106 
I agree.

THE PROBLEMATIC ‘BLACK SKULL’ 
(AUSTRALOPITHECUS AETHIOPICUS) 

OR KNM-WT 17000

T h e  d is c o v e ry  o f  th is  v e ry  h y p e r- ro b u s t 
australopithecine skull by Richard Leakey is yet another 
instance o f preconceived notions or assumptions being 
disrupted by a find that has thrown the hominid phylogeny 
into disarray, and again the problem was the assum ption  
o f evolution. The sad tale has been reported at least three 
times, so I will be referring to the two reports in my 
possession.

To begin, let us hear what Dr Pat Shipman of the Johns

Figure 24. Skull outline o f K N M -W T  17000, a very coarse 
australopithecine. Its great antiquity (2.5 million years) and 
specialized nature casts grave doubts on the status of A. 
afarensis and other australopithecines as hominids. Re
drawn from Bunney, S., 1986. Another cousin joins the 
family tree. New Scientist, 111(1521):20.

Hopkins School of M edicine says. On the front cover of 
the D iscover issue there is a large colour photo of skull 
17000 and the caption reads,

‘A n  extraordinary 2.5 m illion year o ld  skull found in 
Kenya has overturned all previous notions o f the 
course o f  early hom inid evolution. We no longer 
know who gave rise to whom  — perhaps not even how  
or when, we came into being.’ (Em phasis added.)107 

The sub-title of the article then reads,
‘A n  ancient and co n found ing  skull, with enormous 
teeth, massive crests, and a tiny brain has cast the p re 
human lineage into disarray.’ (Em phasis added.)108 

Furthermore, Bunney says that the find ‘. . . throws some 
established ideas out o f  the w indow .’109

W ell what is behind all this fuss and dismay? In the 
v iew  o f Jo h a n so n  an d  W h ite , th e  ‘a n c e s tr a l’ 
australopithecine ‘Lucy ’/A. afarensis  gave rise to two 
hominid lines about three m illion years ago. They are:—
(1) A. africanus, c.  2.5m ya

A. robustus, c.  2.0m ya
A. boisei, c.  1.8mya

(2) H. habilis, c.  1.9mya
H. erectus, c.  1.6mya
H. sapiens, c.  0.5m ya
However, the taxon A. afarensis does n o t even appear 

in the Leakey team ’s hypothetical phylogeny, thus 
reflecting Richard L eakey’s belief that several species (or 
even genera) are present in the H adar sam ple (see Figure 
25). Shipman informs us that

‘Leakey and his colleagues believe that man and the 
two main australopithecine groups evolved from  
creatures y e t to be d isco vered . . . . Leakey thinks the 
rea l common ancestor rem ains a mystery.’ (Emphasis



Figure 25. Conflicting phylogenies (a) Johanson’s view,
(b) Richard Leakey's view.

Note that Leakey does not allow for any australopithecine to be ancestral to Homo; ‘Lucy’/A. afarensis does not even appear. Johanson 
believes ‘Lucy’/A. afarensis to be ancestral to all other australopithecines and to all later Homo forms. Neither can point to an evolutionary 
ancestor for the first australopithecines, and in Leakey’s case (b), none for so-called H. habilis. Redrawn from Shipman, P., 1986. Baffling 
limb on the family tree. Discover, 7(9):88–89.

added .)110
As we shall see, Leakey is quite correct.

Now the trouble is that skull 17000 is an extreme A. 
robustus/boisei type with a massive sagittal crest, and the 
two teeth found are four or five times as large as human 
molars, yet it had a tiny ape brain no bigger than ‘L ucy’s ’ 
(see Figure 24). Yet the skull at 2.5 million years is older 
than A. robustus  and A. boisei specimens. Shipman 
writes, ‘W hat the new  skull does in a single stroke, is to 
overturn all previous notions o f  the course o f  early

hominid evolution .’111 Shipm an then tells us the views of 
other experts, including R ichard Leakey, who consider 
that the ‘L ucy’/A. afarensis hom inid is really two or more 
species of australopithecine and possibly Homo  mistakenly 
lumped together into A. afarensis,112 so the new find does 
not fit in with the established picture of Johanson and 
White.

Their scheme involves three ideas:—
(1) ‘Lucy’/A. afarensis w as the single ancestral species

which gave rise to all later hom inids (that is, all other



Figure 26. Skeletal outline of H. erectus WT 15000. Shaded areas 
represent actual fossil finds or mirror images of same. The 
boy, aged 10–13 years, was about 5 feet 4 inches tall, and 
is obviously human, yet is allegedly 1.6 million years old. 
Redrawn from Leakey, R., 1985. Homo erectus unearthed. 
National Geographic, 168(5):629.

australopithecines and H. habilis, etc.);
(2) None of the australopithecines was directly ancestral 

to hum ans except the basal species A. afarensis

(which was the direct ancestor o f early H om o  —  the 
rest becam e extinct side-branches); and

(3) All australopithecines could be arranged in a single 
lineage, that is, ‘L ucy ’/A. afarensis — africanus -  
robustus — etc.

This last idea is simple and straight-forw ard, whereas 
numbers (1) and (2) involve complex and m essy arguments. 
Shipman says,

‘The new skull, through its fea tures and antiquity, 
strikes a blow against neat schem es and fo r  messy 
biology. D espite the great antiquity o f  17000, it has 
already specialized into a boisei type. Its  coarse 
features prove that robustus canno t be its ancestor 
(the new skull is older), nor its descendant (the new  
skull is more specialized). You can see where this is 
leading  —  no scheme is viable any longer.’ (Emphasis 
added.)113
W T 17000 is most unlikely to be descended from any 

gracile form and Shipman writes,
‘N o t only m ust the notion o f  a single australopithecine  
lineage be abandoned, the idea that australopithecines 
became increasingly robust (coarse) through time is 
also re fu te d  . . . it is the oldest and  m ost hyper-robust 
ever fo u n d .’ (Em phasis added.)114 
She continues,
‘B y being ancient, prim itive, and  boisei (coarse), the 
new skull also poses a fascinating  p a ir  o f  choices. 
One is that robustus developed independently and  
was not closely related  to boisei. In this case, robustus 
can still be descended from  africanus in South Africa  
. . . This choice implies that the general resemblance 
between  robustus a n d  boisei — the incredible massive 
c ra n io - fa c ia l and  d e n ta l c o m p le x — is m ere  
parallelism.’ 115
She then argues that this is more or less too much to 

believe, and I agree fully.
‘Alternatively, you can hypothesize that boisei and 
robustus still had a common ancestor before 2.5mya. 
B ut (that) ancestor could no t have been  africanus 
which is too specialized to have led to the new  boisei. 
I t  could have been afarensis which shares many traits 
with the new  boisei.’116 

But this also leads to grave difficulties:—
‘There were 300,000 to 500,000 years between the 
last known  a farensis and the new  boisei skull 
. .  . afarensis would have had to have given rise to 
fo u r  (!) clearly distinct hom inid lin ea g es— Homo 
and the three australopithecine species  africanus, 
robustus and  boisei during this time.’ (Emphasis 
added.)117
O f course, the ‘H o m o ’ referred to by Shipm an is not

H. sapiens, but the so-called H om o habilis  w hich is almost 
certainly an australopithecine.

Neither is this second choice acceptable to Shipman, 
and she says that she has no answ ers  for the problems. 
She then goes on to say that ‘. . . we no longer have a very



clear idea o f  who gave rise to w hom ’,118 and ‘This 
uncom fortable state o f  affairs can be sum m arized in three 
simple statements.
1. Robustus did no t evolve into  boisei.
2. A fricanus did  no t evolve into  boisei.
3. Boisei d id  n o t evo lve  in to  either  africanus or 

robustus.’119
She then says,
‘In  fact, we d o n ’t even know what sort o f  “ancestral 
species” we’re looking for. I f  the ancestral species is 
the basal hom inid  ancestor, then w e ’ve ju s t pushed  
back in tim e som ething that takes the structural 
position  p roposed  fo r  afarensis. I f  the ancestral 
species is the com m on ancestor o f  Australopithecus 
only, then we d o n ’t know whether it gave rise to two 
lineages (one fo r  africanus/robustus and one fo r  
boisei), or three (one fo r  each o f  the three species). 
The extraordinary thing about W T  17000 is that it 
possesses p rim itive  and highly specialized features in 
a com bination that I  fo r  one, would never have 
expected.’120

I would add that neither w ould any evolutionist expect it.
The overall m orphology of the ‘Black Skull’ is quite 

sim ilar in m any respects to that o f a small m ale gorilla. It 
is, o f course, possible that the robust australopithecines 
(or P aranthropus), like their gracile cousins, are also 
related to living pongids. Unfortunately, no post-cranial 
bones o f A. aethiopicus  were found at the W est Turkana 
site.

Because o f  the publicity unleashed in 1986 by the 
‘Black S kull’ find, Johanson felt im pelled to make some 
so rt o f  d e fe n c e  o f  the  e v o lu tio n is t  p o s itio n  on 
australopithecines generally, and he attacks Shipman as 
he must do or see his pet theory take a ham m ering.121 First 
he claims that Shipm an, while pointing out the striking 
sim ilarities betw een W T 17000 and the robustus and 
boisei skulls, has ignored some other resem blances to 
‘Lucy’/A. afarensis, thus enabling Johanson to slip the 
‘Black S kull’ in betw een ‘L ucy’ and the later boisei.

Yet Johanson has to agree that it cannot be ancestral 
to any o f the South A frican robust types. He is caught in 
a dilem m a here and it is all part of the Johanson v. Leakey 
w ar over how  m any species were really involved at 
Hadar. Leakey and m any others are sure that there were 
m ore than one, but Johanson insists on the single-species 
hypothesis.

Johanson w rongly ignores the differences in talus, 
shoulder, thigh and locom otion between the small and the 
large types, and still ‘assum es’ (his w ord) the big ones are 
males and the sm all ones the females. The fact that 
W T 17000 has a very large ape-type sagittal crest does not 
seem to register, and he blam es Shipman for believing that 
the ‘L ucy’/A. afarensis  skull is wrongly constructed by 
the cranium  of one species and the face of another, yet 
Leakey and Shipm an are certainly correct.

Johanson then adjusts his thinking and says that

W T 17000 cannot be descended from A. africanus because 
it is too old and too different —  exactly what Shipman 
said .122 Yet ‘L ucy’s ’ affin ity  w ith  A. africanus is 
undeniable, as Shipman insists.

Then Johanson subtly shifts the em phasis by claiming 
‘Lucy’/A. afarensis is a com m on ancestor o f three lines:—
(1) In northern South Africa: A. afarensis  -  W T 17000 -  

A. boisei;
(2) Southern South Africa: A. afarensis -  A. africanus -  

A. robustus; and
(3) A Homo  line running from A. afarensis  to  H. habilis. 
So now ‘Lucy’/A. afarensis  is the com m on ancestor or 
parent of three very different creatures (robustus, boisei 
and Homo), but he can only do this by m aking A. africanus 
an ancestor of A. robustus! H ow ever, a m ajor unsolved 
problem is that W T 17000 is far coarser than boisei itself, 
and another problem is, as Johanson adm its, ‘There’s only 
one thing wrong with it . . . we d o n ’t  have th e  H om o lin k ’ 
(the missing piece between A. afarensis and H. habilis). 
(Emphasis added.)123

Probably realising his reasoning is tortuous and off- 
target, Johanson then drops the w hole subject. But 
Shipman has summed up the discrepancy far too nicely for 
Johanson to get around

‘.  .  . at least two species o f  A ustralopithecus and 
possibly  Homo are m istakenly lu m ped  together into  
afarensis. A nd there the m atter has fo u n d ered  like a 
ship on a reef, buffeted fir s t one way and  then the other 
by paper after paper in which one side or the other 
raises new evidence to support its interpretation and 
refute the others.’ (Em phasis added.)124 

W hy w on’t the Johanson/W hite cam p see the heart o f the 
problem and admit they are wrong?

W T 17000 is not just ‘m ildy’ robust, it is the oldest 
and most h y p e r-ro b u st ever found, and Johanson is 
plain ly  w rong in the scenario to w hich he sticks no matter 
what. W T 17000 must be placed a f te r  A. robustus, not 
before it, and ‘Lucy’/A. afarensis never existed as a true 
species.

Shipman does n o t ignore the affinities of WT 17000 
and A. afarensis —  she plainly m entions them 125 —  but 
as she says, if A. afarensis w as ancestral to both A. 
robustus and A. boisei plus W T 17000, and keeping in 
mind the 300,000 to 500,000 years betw een A. afarensis 
and the new A. boisei, then A. afarensis w ould have had 
to have given rise to not three but fo u r  clearly distinct 
lineages —  H om o, A . africanus, A. robustus and A. boisei! 
Her argument is irrefutable.

Her three simple statem ents are quite true.126 None of 
the above forms evolved into any other.

Shipman again points to the W T 17000/A. afarensis 
affinities in the brain-case and jaw s, and in contrast to 
Johanson’s weak explanation, she clearly sees, as Richard 
Leakey did, that the A. afarensis face and brain-case are 
m ism atched , and are in fact a com posite o f two different 
types,127 as Johanson him self originally knew  (see Figure



14 again).
Shipm an w ent even further to the core of the problem. 
‘N one o f  the six specim ens at H adar representing the 
lower face, nor any o f  the many isolated teeth and  
m andibles, show s the d istinctive  boisei size  or  
fea tures .’128

If therefore, as suggested by defenders of the Johanson 
camp, the A. afarensis  specim ens from Hadar are simply 
m ales and fem ales of a single species, two ‘m ale’ boisei- 
type faces and six ‘fem ale’ gracile-type brain-cases were 
lost or destroyed  by natural forces o f d ifferential 
destruction and preservation —  highly selective and 
therefore unlikely. No w onder Shipman is dismayed, but 
as I w ill relate later there is another probable answer, and 
in fact part of that answ er was found by two British 
authorities.

R ichard Leakey also has unwittingly supplied part of 
the answer. His 1984 discovery of a 1.6 million year old
H. erectus specimen, to which I shall shortly be referring, 
has strengthened his belief that all the forms collectively 
called ‘L ucy’/A. afarensis are o ff the main line of human 
e v o lu tio n  an d  w e re  a n c e s tra l  o n ly  to  o th e r  
australopithecines. Consequently he is still searching for 
a hum an ancestor two to four m illion years ago.

Before exam ining the status of this A frican H. erectus, 
I draw  the attention o f the reader to a penetrating article 
by two senior prim atologists which was published in late 
1988, a paper w hich reinforces the skepticism  of 
creationists, especially in the light of the recent discoveries. 
Lowenstein and Z ihlm an’s article should be compulsory 
reading for all w ho w ish to make their fame and fortune 
in the field of hum an origins.129 Perhaps then we could see 
a little less subjectivity and dogmatism in this area. 

Im m ediately in the header we are informed that 
‘Im aginations run riot in conjuring up an image o f  our 
m ost ancient ancestor — the creature that gave rise 
to both apes and humans. This ancestor is not 
apparent in ape or h u m a n  anatom y nor in the fo ssil  
re c o rd  . .  .’ (Em phasis added.)130 
A fter discussing the m olecular evidence that chimps 

and hum ans are close relatives, they say that the common 
ancestor of hum ans and apes (m ay) have been rather like 
a chim p.131

Then they refer to the puzzle of how gorillas and 
chimps can look so different from people yet have such 
close gene tic  relationship.132 I agree in one respect —  the 
supposed very small D N A  difference is in contrast with 
the vast m orphological gap between us and the pongids. 

In any case, Lowenstein and Zihlman go on to say that 
‘. . . anatom y and the fo ssil record cannot be relied  
upon fo r  evolutionary lineages. Yet palaeontologists 
persist in doing ju s t th is .’133 

That is, they rely on so-called prim itive or derived traits. 
Lowenstein and Zihlm an say that this method is subjective 
in building phylogenies, w hich is proved by the fact of so 
little agreem ent about w hich ‘tree ’ is correct.

The authors confirm the view  that ‘ Lucy’/A. afarensis 
was very chimp-like (possibly a bipedal chimp), and also 
inform us that australopithecine teeth erupted and matured 
in a way almost identical to m odern chim ps.134 Also stated 
is,

‘In the course o f  the p a st century, the discoverer o f
every new hominid or hom inoid has nom inated it as
a potentia l human ancestor. ’135 

How true, as we have seen.

THE HOMO ERECTUS SKELETON FROM 
WEST TURKANA (KNM-WT 15000) — 

IMPLICATIONS FOR HOMINID PHYLOGENIES

The first I read about this Richard Leakey find was in 
National Geographic in 1985.136

The discovery was made near Lake Turkana in Africa 
—  an almost complete skull and skeleton of a young 
specimen of about 11 or 12 years o f age, who allegedly 
died and became fossilised som e 1.6 m illion years ago.

I m ust admit to a little caution here as I have not seen 
or studied any scientific papers on this individual, so I 
must rely largely on the above report and a short article by 
Bunney,137 plus some personal com m unications from 
Beasley.

According to Stidworthy,138 W T 15000 had a brain 
capacity of 900– 1000cc, which is well w ithin modern 
human range for an eleven or tw elve year old. The 
youngster was about 5 feet four inches tall. Leakey and 
W alker reported that apart from the skull the rest o f the 
skeleton is essentially human, as one could see from the 
clear details of the excellent colour reproduction.139 Leakey 
says that he would have gone unnoticed in a crowd today.

He certainly walked fully upright, but m uch depends 
on the skull and jaw s which are not fully complete. It is 
true that the cranial vault is low and there are obvious 
supraorbital ridges. A t the time, an early estimate o f the 
cranial capacity was about 850cc,140 w hich is at the lower 
end of the human range, but more recently the capacity 
has been raised to anywhere betw een 900 and lOOOcc,141 
which as an adult could extend to approxim ately 1100- 
1150cc. M any modern people have brain sizes within this 
range, although the modern average is about 1300-1350cc.

The age was w orked out on the basis of tooth 
developm ent —  a permanent canine was ju st erupting at 
the time of death, and an unerrupted w isdom  tooth also 
helped towards an approxim ate age. However, as all 
dentists know, these conditions vary from individual to 
individual, and therefore the age may be anywhere from 
10 to 13 years.

In the W T 15000 skull I notice some resemblances to 
the Talgai skull found in Queensland in the late 19th 
century —  an Aboriginal lad of about 12 or 13 years, and 
dated at less than 30,000 years old. The skull was 
originally thought to have been a H. erectus specimen 
because of the low forehead and prom inent brow ridges,



but later studies confirm ed that Talgai, a robust specimen, 
belonged to a m em ber of o u r  own species —  Homo  
sapiens. There are also som e resem blances to the Kow 
Swamp skulls, dated at about 10,000 years BP and which 
also are now  classified as H. sapiens. However, W T 15000 
does not possess the slightly higher forehead behind the 
brow ridges; it is a little flatter, more like Broken Hill man 
from Rhodesia w hich is also H. sapiens.

There are however, a num ber of differences between 
W T 15000 and the Talgai and Kow Swamp skulls. All this 
shows is the apparently large range of variability within 
human populations. In addition, creationist Dr Duane 
Gish quotes A lan W alker and Leakey as laughing when in 
1984 they assem bled the m andible of W T 15000 with the 
skull —  ‘. .  . it looked so m u ch  like a Neanderthal.’ 
(Em phasis added.)142 They are right —  it does show some 
strong resem blances to so-called Neanderthal specimens. 
Now all this is very interesting, because I have often 
wondered w hether H. erectus specimens are in fact smaller- 
brained N eanderthals. Except for brain capacity, the skull 
and facial m orphology o f H. erectus individuals is quite 
sim ilar to that o f Neanderthals, although there are usually 
some differences as well. Both types have low sloping 
foreheads, large supraorbital ridges, and prognathous 
faces. For exam ple, the skull, jaw s, teeth and face o f  H. 
erectus specim en ER 3733 from Koobi Fora, and Peking 
M an from  China, are rem arkably sim ilar to the La 
C happelle-aux-Saints N eanderthal individual, except for 
brain size, and I will have more to say on this in due course.

Likewise in the post-cranial parts, the similarities are 
quite noticeable, although N eanderthals had a heavier 
build. Now w hen we turn to Pellegrino, we find that apart 
from w hat he describes as ‘superficial differences’ such 
as the low  forehead, the brow  ridges and the prognathicity 
of the face, m o d e rn  man and H . erectus are virtually the 
same, and if this is true, what are we to make of Neanderthal 
man who, with his large brain is even m ore  like man of 
today?143 In fact, Pellegrino goes on to say that according 
to how one defines species, ‘Homo erectus is Homo 
sapiens.’ (Em phasis added.)144 He believes that they 
could all interbreed were it not for the time factor. This 
time difference is one of the main bases for classifying a 
fossil as an H. erectus or a Neanderthal.

The great A lfred Rom er once said that this usage of 
generic term s for early hum an fossils implies that the 
forms differed w idely from one another, and that this is 
really absurd because they (H . erectus and Neanderthals) 
are so close to us, we tend to m agnify  the differences. 
Romer says,

‘Actually, the differences between a modern man and
(erectus) are, viewed impersonally, rather m inor
ones, particularly i f  we keep in m ind the considerable
variations found  even today.’ (Emphasis added.)145 

This is exactly my point. The taxonomic difference 
between m odern man and H. erectus should, like the 
N eanderthals, be no t a specific one, but at the most a sub

specific one, and all should be classified as one species.
Beasley in personal correspondence has advised me 

that regarding dentition, W T 15000 may feature some 
possible ape-type characteristics. For exam ple, there 
could be some similarities with an A. robustus type Sk55a 
and b in respect o f developm ent and m aturation rate.

The eruption sequences of perm anent dentition in 
apes and man differ with regard to the second molar, M2, 
and canines, C. The ape sequence is usually M l, I1, I2, 
M2, P3, P4, M3 and C last (m olars, incisors, premolars 
and canines). The usual human sequence is M l, I1, I2, C, 
P3, P4, M2 and M3.

Thus the upper dentition of the H. erectus  specimen 
seems to conform to the ape pattern, w here the permanent 
canine is the last tooth to come into occlusion, whereas in 
man M3 is the last. I note that a w isdom  tooth had still not 
erupted, but we also must rem em ber that not infrequently 
in humans the wisdom teeth fail to erupt altogether, that 
is, they are impacted. It should also be noted that statistical 
figures can be misleading, as variations from  the norm are 
not uncommon. W hether or not the W T 15000 skull is one 
of those variations, I cannot say, so som e caution is 
required here. It is true that the skull size is rather smallish 
for the body height, but it is not at all certain that this ‘lad ’ 
of 11 or 12 years would have grown to a height of six feet 
as the discoverers suggested.146 It is also possible, but 
unlikely, that more than one individual w as represented at 
the site.

W hether or not c rea tion ists  believe that W T 15000 is 
a variety of human, the big question for evolutionists 
(who do believe that) is not so much the fairly minor 
differences within the ape types and the australopithecines/ 
habilines, and within the H om o erectus, Neanderthal and 
‘m odern’ man groups, but the staggeringly fast alleged 
change from a very prim itive habiline/australopithecine 
ape-like creature to a human being (W T 15000) within the 
short space (for evolution) o f only 200,000 years. When 
we survey the m inor and extrem ely slow  rate of change in 
the australopithecines/habilines from ‘L ucy’s ’ time (3.3 
million years) to the youngest specim en OH 62 (1.8 
million years), and the equally m inor and slow  rate from 
W T 15000 (1.6 million years) to modern man, and compare 
this with the unexplained ‘burst’ from ape to human in 
only 200,000 years, we are entitled to be very skeptical 
about the whole business of evolution. Even within the 
alleged H. erectus taxon, there seem s to have been hardly 
any change over a million years from W T 15000 to 
Peking Man dated at about 500,000 years. Creationists 
certainly do not know all the answers, but it seems to me 
that the evolutionists have the harder job. T hey  are the 
ones who now are faced with explaining this amazing 
burst of supposed evolution.

As I stated previously, the puzzle caused by the 
finding of the W T 17000 skull147 has been in part solved 
rather unwittingly by two British authorities —  Jeremy 
Cherfas and John Gribbin. If no australopithecine fossil



specim en can be ancestral to any other of the same group 
(in evolutionary term s, not parent/child), then
(a) w here did they com e from? and
(b) what, if  any, are their (evolutionary) descendants?

From the standpoint o f evolution, part (a) o f the above
question  cannot be answ ered, especially  since the 
dethroning o f the ram apithecines as hominids. The earliest 
reasonable or unam biguous australopithecine fossil is the 
so-called A. afarensis com posite dating from about 3.3 
m illion years BP. There are a couple o f teeth from ‘earlier’ 
tim es but they are o f  dubious value, and are not enough to 
establish ancestry. There is nothing in the Pliocene which 
can be posited even reasonably as being ancestral to any 
australopithecine. They seem to appear out o f nowhere.

Some suggest that one of the dryopithecines of the 
M iocene may have been the ancestor of modern apes, but 
in view  of the fact that no Pleistocene or Pliocene fossils 
are known of either, this is little more than guesswork.

The question then arises, from where did the great 
apes of today originate? The sivapithecines (which 
include the ram apithecine sub-group) seem to have close 
affinities w ith the extant orangs of Asia, and in fact some 
researchers have virtually claim ed the orangs as living 
fossils, that is, living forms of sivapithecines.148

So w e seem  to have th ree g roups fo r w hich 
evolutionary ancestors cannot be found:—
(1) chimps and gorillas,
(2) the australopithecines, and
(3) man.
There is therefore no common ancestor for these groups 
and so no evolution now  that Ram apithecus is gone, and 
given that the dryopithecines were not brachiators as were 
the chim ps, gorillas, and ‘Lucy’/A. afarensis.

Cherfas and G ribbin149,150 have recognised the truth of 
this, so they have found it necessary to try another drastic 
solution to the problem . They have invented a hypothetical 
com m on ancestor sim ilar to Johanson’s missing Homo  
link to get around the stubborn evidence, and they are 
partly correct.

T heir p roposal is that som e ‘un iden tified ’ and 
im aginary species o f dryopithecine, between 8 -4  mya, 
journeyed from A sia to Africa and eventually took to the 
trees there. This hypothetical creature had brachiating in 
its ancestry (unknow n in dryopithecines), walked (via 
slow  w estw ard m igration) to Africa, probably was a 
knuckle-w alker, and eventually returned to the arboreal 
life. About 5m ya it ‘discovered’ bipedal locomotion and 
in Cherfas and G ribb in ’s opinion becam e ‘Lucy’/A. 
afarensis. A ccording to them, a couple of ‘Lucy’s ’ 
descendants found it easier to go back to the trees and 
becam e fruit eaters, foregoing their upright stance. Now 
this part o f the story is plain wrong and without any 
supporting evidence from the fossils.

I pause here to see what we have. ‘Lucy’ and her kind 
—  a bipedal variety o f chimp and with a brachiating 
ancestry —  and tw o close cousins or descendants which

preferred the easier life o f quadrupeds. Cherfas and 
Gribbin, in contrast to m ost authorities, believe that the 
chimp is descended from man (or at least proto-m an) and 
not the other way round! They say, we think that the 
chimp is descended from  man; that the common ancestor 
o f  the two was much more m an-like than ape-like. ’151 

They admit that the m odern chim p’s pelvis is 
‘.  .  . that o f  a knuckle-walking brachiator, rather than 
that o f  a one-time biped who reverted to arm-swinging 
(brachiation) and knuckle-walking.’152 

How to get around this problem ? Easy; they propose that 
‘. .  . the reversion has been absolutely perfect; that 

perhaps the genetic changes that p roduced  early man 
from  an ape were cleanly reversed to produce early 
chimps and gorillas from  man.’ (Em phasis added.)153 

I leave the educated reader to ponder that one!
Apparently, one branch of ‘L ucy’ and her kind gave 

rise to the modern chimp, another branch evolved into 
gorillas, and a third into early H om o. Because of the fact 
that no ancestral fossils o f modern chim ps and gorillas 
have been found, and that we have two living species 
without ancestors and two fossil species without known 
descendants (gracile and robust australopithecines), 
Cherfas and Gribbin contem plate the possibility that, and 
here I believe they are at last correct, the gracile forms 
gave rise to modern chim panzees (Pan), and the robust, 
larger forms to extant gorillas (Gorilla gorilla) .154

I would go further and say that the sm aller ‘Lucy’/A. 
afarensis fossils are local varieties of today’s pygmy 
chimp, P an paniscus, and neither ‘Lucy’/A. afarensis nor 
any other australopithecine or so-called habiline has any 
phylogenetic relationship with human beings.

Cherfas and Gribbin say that the australopithecines 
becam e more ape-like over time, that is, that they were 
originally more m an-like,155 but this is not borne out by the 
fossils. Except for a couple of disputed points, the ancient 
fossils were all extremely ape-like. Unintentionally they 
hit upon the solution —  the australopithecines did not go 
extinct but remained largely unchanged over long periods 
of time, just like all m ajor life forms do within their 
c rea ted  genetic range o f variability.

CONCLUSIONS

The following, I believe, are reasonable conclusions 
which can be drawn from the evidence we have:
(1) There are at present no suitable fossil precursors for 

‘Lucy’/A. afarensis and her fellow australopithecines.
(2) The habilines appear to be nothing more than larger- 

brained australopithecines with possible local, dietary 
or regional variations.

(3) All gracile australopithecines, including the smaller 
and more gracile H adar rem ains, as well as the 
habilines, appear to be close but extinct relatives of 
pygmy chimps, while the larger robust ones are 
probably varieties of extinct gorillas.



(4) There are no suitable precursors for the extant chimp 
and gorilla apart from the australopithecines, although 
it is still possible that the common chimps are related 
to D ryopithecus m ajor  of Africa.

(5) From the evolutionists’ point o f view, the appearance 
of the first real hum an beings, H om o ‘erectus’, was 
abrupt and w ithout positive evolutionary ancestors.

(6) I believe that m ost H. ‘erectus’ specimens, plus 
N eanderthals and the so-called ‘archaic’ H. sapiens, 
could well be fully human with local, regional, and 
dietary or pathological variations, all within the human 
range o f variability. But I am not so convinced of the 
validity of the A sian forms of H. ‘erectus’.
I also believe that w hen considering the phantom 

‘missing links’, w hether it be ‘L ucy’, H. habilis or any 
other, we cannot do better in sum m ing up the problems 
w hich evolutionists have created for them selves and their 
theory, than to recall the words of M cKean:—

‘B u t still other scientists doubt whether the “missing  
lin k” that connected Lucy with her ape progenitors 
will ever be found. They think that the fir s t human 
ancestor m ay have arisen so rapidly that the fossil 
record  —  which provides only a spotty glimpse o f  the 
p a s t  — may never show  the transition.’ (Emphasis 
added.)156
I can finally agree w ith an evolutionist —  ‘never’ is 

the right word.
Shreeve also tells us that ‘Everybody knows fossils  

are fickle; bones will sing any song you want to hear.’157 
I am naturally aware that some creationist authorities 

will not agree with som e of my conclusions about the H. 
erectus question, but I have noticed lately that a few are 
now leaning tow ards accepting at least some of them as 
being fully human.

Unfortunately, space does not perm it a full discussion 
of all hominid forms, but I believe that in many of the most 
im portant cases it can be dem onstrated that the picture of 
human evolution from the apes, which is so fondly and 
dogm atically projected by many scientists, and by much 
of the media, must now  be considered as very doubtful.

POSTSCRIPT

As this journal goes to press, a paper authored by 
Bernard W ood recently appeared in N a tu re ,158 which has 
some relevance to the matters discussed in my article.

In the preceding pages I drew attention to:—
(1) the apparent lack o f evolutionary ancestors for the 

genus H omo,
(2) the strong evidence that more than one species was 

present in the fossil finds in the Hadar region,
(3) com pelling indications that ‘Lucy’ did not possess the 

striding hum an-type gait claimed by Johanson and 
others, and

(4) the mystery of the apparently two types of tali being 
found at Hadar.

As Dr W ood is in the Hominid Palaeontology Research 
Group in the Department of H um an Anatom y and Cell 
Biology at the University of Liverpool in the United 
Kingdom, his observations will create considerable interest 
for those interested in the field of alleged hum an evolution.

W ith reference to the four points I have outlined 
above, I offer the following points from his article in so far 
as it has relevance to mine.
(1) In the header to his paper,159 w e find the following: 

‘I t is remarkable that the taxonomy and phylogenetic  
relationships o f  the earliest known representatives o f  
our own genus, Homo, remain obscure.’ (Emphasis 
added.) This is a provocative statem ent, and a few 
lines further down the same page D r W ood cautions 
that, ‘A ny proposal claim ing to have identified the 
earliest evidence fo r  Hom o needs to demonstrate a 
shift from  the australopithecine to the hominine  
grade . . . ’160 As we shall see, his paper does not 
achieve this aim, and in the process it reinforces some 
of the major thrusts o f my argum ents against any 
progression from the australopithecines to the genus 
Homo.

(2), (3), (4) As these points are all intertwined, I shall 
deal with them as one group. W ith regard to the 
number of of fossil species represented at Hadar, I 
referred to the very large am ount of morphological 
variation involved, specifically in the two types of 
tali; one ‘advanced’ in the large A. afarensis specimens 
and the other ‘prim itive’ in the ‘L ucy’ or smaller 
specimens.
W ood asks in respect of H. habilis,
‘D o es the hypod igm  su b su m e  m o re  than one  
sp ec ies?  . . . which taxa are represented? Do (the 
fossils o f  the hypodigm) belong to Homo, or is one, or 
more, an australopithecine?’161 

Now while he is not here directly referring to the Hadar 
sites, his question does fit in with my contention that the 
habilines are large-brained australopithecines. He does 
refer directly to Hadar when he recalls that,

‘The first assessment o f  the hominid remains recovered 
from  H adar in Ethiopia and Laetoli in Tanzania 
suggested  that an early  H om o species may be 
represented, but these specim ens have now all been 
accommodated within a single species, A. afarensis.’162 

W hile he does not specify w hether or not he agrees with 
that assessment, he does raise strong doubts about the 
homogeneity of the taxon H. habilis in the following 
pages, which I shall briefly refer to shortly.

Further into the article Dr W ood raises som e pertinent 
matters. Referring to three so-called habiline specimens 
from Koobi Fora, he m entions that,

‘.  . . although Tobias correctly cautions that the 
specim ens providing much o f  the conflicting evidence 
(in particular the fem ora KNM –ER 1472 and 1481A 
and the talus K N M -E R  813) m ay not belong to H. 
habilis, but to H. erectus or H. e rg as te r  . . . others



have dem onstrated that the two Koobi Fora specimens 
(1472 and 1481A) are d istinct from  australopithecine 
fem ora and that a talus, K N M -E R  813, from  a similar- 
aged horizon as the femora, resembles modern human 
tali much m ore closely than do australopithecine  
tali.’163 (Em phasis added.)

Now if we apply this line of thinking to the Hadar sites, 
there is little reason to deny the possibility that femora and 
tali found  there  m ay w ell rep resen t tw o separate 
populations; one australopithecine and the other Homo, 
w hether the latter be H. habilis, H. erectus or H. sapiens.

W e recall that there was a marked difference between 
the ‘m odern-looking’ fem ora and tali of the larger Hadar 
specimens and those of the smaller ‘Lucy’-type specimens. 
I referred to this m atter as som ew hat of a mystery, but 
perhaps there is no real m ystery if those ‘more m odern’ 
fem ora and tali at H adar belonged to w hat some describe 
as a H om o erectus, such as the W est Turkana skeleton 
found by Richard Leakey in 1984 (K N M -W T  15000), 
and w hat I believe is really a variant of H om o sapiens. I 
know the fossils from H adar are supposedly much older 
(about 3.3 myBP), but in view  of the scattered nature of the 
sites both laterally and geologically vertically, why need 
we avoid the m ore obvious solution?

It is easier to believe that H om o  and australopithecine 
were present at H adar than to conclude that the smaller 
female specim ens evolved at a much different rate than 
did the alleged larger male specimens!

If H om o  tali and fem ora in those three Koobi Fora 
individuals w ere so distinct from  australopithecine 
exam ples, and resem ble modern hum ans so much more 
closely, as Dr W ood tells us, there is little to be said against 
accepting that they were from human beings.

W e then finish up w ith just two types of fossils —  one 
from the genus A ustralopithecus, the other from the genus 
H om o, and we can conclude as I did, that H. erectus, H. 
neanderthalensis and H. sapiens are all one and the same 
species, that is, conspecific with built-in variability; there 
was no so-called H. habilis at all. In view  of the ‘. . . 
relatively prim itive limb proportions o f  O H  62 .  . . ’164 as 
W ood describes them, we can safely allocate this modern 
and m om entous find back to the australopithecines, and 
the problem  of the sudden unexplained spurt of evolution 
from ape to H om o  in less than 200,000 years ceases to be 
a puzzle at all.

This deduction is further supported in W ood’s article 
w here he says, ‘. . . the unique striding gait o f  H. sapiens 
has n o t y e t been achieved and . . . th e  knee jo in t may have 
been imperfectly adapted to bipedalism.’165 This reference 
to some habiline rem ains from Olduvai (OH 8 ,  10 and 35) 
is to creatures w hich allegedly evolved from earlier, 
more primitive australopithecines, so what becomes of 
the claim that ‘L ucy’ and the other A. afarensis specimens 
possessed a hum an-type striding gait? Dr W ood then 
notes that the author to whom he was referring was ‘.  . . 
also struck by the lack o f  evidence fo r  a propulsive role fo r

the big toe, an im portant fa c tor in the bipedal gait o f  
modern humans.’166 (He w as referring to OH 8, an 
alleged habiline.)

Dr W ood’s article is m ainly on the subject of the 
alleged transition from australopithecine to  Hom o  habilis, 
but apart from a few rather vague references to H om o-like 
attributes in some of the habiline specim ens, the most 
striking thing is the absence of a consensus among the 
experts as to what is a proper definition of the taxon. He 
refers to this w ithout com ing to any solid foundation.167 I 
conclude that there is a great deal of confusion and 
controversy regarding this doubtful ‘phantom ’ creature, 
and once again we see a reference by W ood that,

‘. . . it is a species that m anifestly  embraces an 
unusually large am ount o f  variation . . . Those who 
believe this range to be unacceptably wide, and thus 
fo r  whom  H. habilis represents m ore than one species, 
d isa g ree  a b o u t how  the h yp o d ig m  sh o u ld  be 
apportioned.’168 

To reinforce this, he presents no less than six differing 
phylogenies of the alleged transition from A. afarensis to 
the genus H om o  reflecting opposing opinions by six 
different authorities including himself.

He dates one of the subspecies, H. habilis sensu lato, 
to 1.9 my BP169 and m entions the possibility of other 
variants being in existence before 2 million years BP. 

Again, if these prim itive creatures did arise so early and 
were still extant when the first real H om o  appeared about
1.7 mya, the problem of the sudden transition remains 
unresolved unless there was a degree of contemporaneity 
involved.

Dr W ood concludes his article with the observation 
that the multiple-species theory still must survive rigorous 
examination. Perhaps it would be better to concede that 
all along the evolutionists have been travelling down a 
blind alley.
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